Chapter 3

Our Vision

With such a diverse and complex community of so many walks of
life, what is our collective vision?
In this chapter, we discuss the process to understand that vision,
work with our partner communities, and how a collective vision
emerged under the framework of five themes and accompanying
policies.

Engaging the
Community

Our community engagement program was designed to engage with
all members of Gwinnett’s very diverse community and included a
combination of traditional outreach methods and other approaches
to target specific communities and groups for their participation.
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1. Overview

TRADITIONAL OUTREACH METHODS
Our traditional outreach methods included the conventional ways of obtaining input as part of a
planning process, including Public Hearings, Community Open Houses, the regular convening of
a stakeholder committee (the Planning Advisory Committee) to help guide and vet the planning
process, and the use of an Online Survey.

Public Hearings
Three public hearings were held. The first public hearing was held December 19, 2017 to formally
kickoff the planning process and brief the community on what to expect. The second public
hearing was held on October 2, 2018 with the Gwinnett County Planning Commission to formally
ask for their consideration of the plan. The third and final public hearing was held October 23, 2018
to ask for the Gwinnett County Board of Commissioners’ consideration and approval to transmit
the plan for a compliance review by the Atlanta Regional Commission and Georgia Department of
Community Affairs. Further documentation of these Hearings is provided in Appendix B.

Community Open Houses
Over the course of the planning process, the planning team held three distinct rounds of open
houses with five meeting opportunities each. In each round, locations were selected to be
geographically diverse including a north, south, east, west, and central Gwinnett location. The three
rounds also correlated with the progress on the plan, with the initial meetings serving as an overall
introduction, the second round of meetings focused on the direction of the plan and emerging
ideas, and the third round focused on the draft recommendations. Further documentation of these
meetings are provided in Appendix B. Additionally, the following sections of this chapter discuss
the various exercises and activities that were included in these meetings.

Planning Advisory Committee
The Planning Advisory Committee convened five times over the course of the planning process.
This committee was used as a sounding and vetting board and membership was carefully cultivated
to include elected officials; planning and economic development staff; staff from partner agencies
including Community Improvement Districts (CIDs); staff from stakeholder agencies in the county
including those representing the homeless, environmental groups, and civic groups; citizen
appointments; and other residents included to invite participation from the different and diverse
communities in Gwinnett County.
Meeting Topics

Date

1 Review of Research and Trends | SWOT Discussion

January 11, 2018

2

Policies | Needs & Opportunities | Broad Vision Discussion | Preserve &
Change Preference | Urban Scale Preferences

March 8, 2018

3

Community Engagement Process | Focus Group Perceptions | Community
Assets | Guiding Philosophies | Future Development Map Discussion

April 26, 2018

4

Recap of Planning Process | Future Development Map Changes | Character
Area Narratives

June 14, 2018

5 Draft Recommendations

August 7, 2018

In addition to documentation of these meetings in Appendix B, the following sections of this chapter
also discuss various exercises, discussions, and activities that were included in these meetings.

Online Survey
An online survey was also prepared, consisting of fifteen questions designed to understand overall
values and attitudes amongst the over 1,100 people who responded. The survey was opened in
coordination with the first Community Open Houses and closed on May 31, 2018 following the
second round of Community Open Houses. The raw survey results are available in Appendix B.
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Feb 22:
Bogan Park
May 14 & Aug 13:
George Pierce Park

85

985

Jan 29: Dacula
Library

Apr 30 & Aug
30: Dacula Park
Activity Building

2. Research & Trends

Community Open
House Locations

316

May 10: Rhodes
Jordan Park

85
Feb 1: Lilburn
Activity Building

May 17: Lucky
Shoals Park

Jan 25 & Aug 20:
Five Forks Library

N
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Aug 23: Best
Friend Park

May 7: Lenora Park

January 25 Five Forks Library
January 29 Dacula Library
February 1

Lilburn Activity
Building

Round 2 Open Houses
April 30

Dacula Park
Activity Building

May 7 Lenora Park
May 10

Rhodes Jordan
Park

Round 3 Open Houses
August 13 George Pierce Park
August 16 OneStop Centerville
August 20 Five Forks Library

February
OneStop Centerville
12

May 14 George Pierce Park

August 23 Best Friend Park

February
Bogan Park
22

May 17 Lucky Shoals Park

August 30

Dacula Park
Activity Building
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Round 1 Open Houses

4. Plan Development

Feb 12 & Aug 16:
OneStop Centerville
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Intercept Interviews were conducted in various public places such as parks, grocery
stores, and shopping malls in order to engage with community members going about their
daily business
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Date

Time

Location/Event

Partnership Gwinnett
Redevelopment Task Force

1/3/2018

8:30 AM

Gwinnett Chamber of Commerce

Gwinnett Place CID

2/14/2018

7:30 AM

Board Meeting

Sugarloaf CID

3/8/2018

9:30 AM

Board Meeting

Lilburn CID

3/13/2018

5:00 PM

Lilburn Library

Sugarloaf Rotary Club

4/19/2018

12:15 PM

Sugarloaf Country Club

Snellville Lions Club

5/3/2018

7:00 PM

Walton EMC

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

5/8/2018

8:00 AM

Chamber of Commerce

Gwinnett Place CID

7/11/2018

9:00 AM

Board Meeting

Partnership Gwinnett
Redevelopment Task Force

8/1/2018

8:30 AM

Gwinnett Chamber of Commerce

Sugarloaf CID

8/8/2018

9:30 AM

Board Meeting

Evermore CID

8/22/2018

2:30 PM

Board Meeting

Partnership Gwinnett
Implementation Committee

9/11/2018

8:15 AM

Board Meeting

Lilburn CID

9/14/2018

7:30 AM

Gwinnett Chamber of Commerce

Intercept Interviews
In order to reach a broader population
in Gwinnett County, the planning team
conducted a series of intercept interviews
in order to reach out to traditionally
underserved communities and others in
the community who would typically not
otherwise engage with the planning effort.
Armed with a clipboard and a series of
questions intended to promote discussion
and dialogue, this process included our
team members approaching people at
public locations in order to engage in these
conversations. Documentation of these
interviews is provided in Appendix B.
Notably, about twenty percent of the
intercept interviews were conducted in
Spanish, matching the share of Hispanic
population in Gwinnett County.

Date

Interview Times

Location/Event

3/4/2018

12:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Santa Fe Mall

3/25/2018

12:30 - 3:00 PM

Plaza Las Americas

4/3/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Rhodes Jordan Park

4/5/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Bogan Park

4/10/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Best Friend Park

4/11/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Shorty Howell Park

4/17/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Lenora Park

4/19/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Bethesda Park

4/25/2018

3:00 - 6:00 PM

Little Mulberry Park

4/29/2018

1:00 - 4:00 PM

Harbins Park
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Group
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Speaking Engagements were conducted throughout the County with civic groups, Community
Improvement Districts, and other interested parties as indicated below. The speaking engagements
typically included a briefing on the planning process and a short question/answer period. At many of
these engagements, the planning team also took the opportunity to publicize upcoming community
open houses and other project events.

4. Plan Development

Speaking Engagements

5. Implementation

The outreach process also included a variety of supplemental and non-traditional outreach methods in
order to reach a wide audience for discussion in the plan’s formation.

1. Overview

NON-TRADITIONAL OUTREACH METHODS
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Radio Interview with VidaAtlanta

Super H Mart

Lilburn Middle School Career Day

State of the County
104

Gwinnett Multicultural
Festival

Vietnamese New Year Festival

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

MLK Jr. Day Parade 1/15/2018
Chairman’s State of the County 2/14/2018

Members of our planning team attended various
events throughout the County during the
planning process to publicize the plan, educate
on ways to get involved, and solicit broad
input on the vision for the future of Gwinnett.
Documentation of these events is provided in
Appendix B.

UVAC TET Festival 2/18/2018
Bethesda Park Senior Center 2/21/2018
Centerville Senior Center 4/4/2018
Button Gwinnett Day 4/11/2018
Multi-Cultural Festival 4/14/2018
Chamber of Commerce Family Festival 4/21/2018
Kids Expo 4/28/2018
Super H Mart (Pleasant Hill Road) 7/14/2018

Radio Engagements
Our team participated in three interviews and appearances on
local radio to discuss the plan. All three of these occasions were
used as outreach to the Hispanic community, with fluent Spanish
speaking members of our team participating.

Radio Station Date
La Raza 102.3/100.1 FM 2/20/18

2. Research & Trends

Pop Up Events

1. Overview

Pop-Up Event Date

VidaAtlanta 1010 AM 2/23/18
La Que Buena 101.9 FM 7/26/18

Our team also prepared a toolkit we called the ‘Living Room Chat’ as a mechanism for people to hold
discussions about the past, present, and future of Gwinnett. With probing questions similar to what was
conducted in the Intercept Interviews, over 50 people participated in the Living Room Chats. The raw
results of these chats are provided in Appendix B.

Other Events & Strategies

3. Our Vision

Living Room Chats

Dinner & Dialogue: These events, hosted by Chairman Nash, are used to engage members of the
community with different functions of Gwinnett County government.

•

Career Day: Our planning team participated in the Career Day event at Lilburn Middle School.

•

Planning Commission: Our team regularly briefed members of the Municipal-Gwinnett Planning
Commission on the plan’s progress.

•

Board of Commissioners: Our team also participated in briefings and individual conversations
with all members of the Board of Commissioners

•

Citizens Academy: The Department of Planning and Development hosted the Gwinnett Citizens
Academy on two separate occasions during the planning process and used those opportunities to
solicit input on components of the plan.

•

Social Media: A Facebook page was established by the planning team to generate broad interest in
the plan and help advertise community meetings and events. This process also included ‘postboosting’ to better reach out to members of the community likely to be interested in the plan.

•

Gwinnett County Communications: The Communications Department also assisted in publicizing
the plan in a variety of ways including weekly e-newsletters, press releases, and inclusion in the
Gwinnett County Connection with February 2018 water bills.
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•

4. Plan Development

The planning team also participated in several other events, opportunities, and strategies to engage and
discuss Gwinnett with the community and decision makers in the County. These included:
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ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Through all the various activities and events the planning team participated in, there were several exercises
and activities developed to help solicit input in an engaging manner that would provide direction for the
planning team.
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In the timeline exercise, participants were able to view a series of important and relevant events
from history and their relationship to Gwinnett County. Participants were then asked to provide their
thoughts on what the year 2040 would hold for Gwinnett County.

5. Implementation

4. Plan Development
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This activity was held at the first two rounds (ten meetings) of the Community Open Houses, the first
Planning Advisory Committee meeting, and all of the Pop Up Events.

1. Overview

Timeline
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Big Ideas & Priorities

In the Priorities exercise, participants were able to view all of the various Needs and Opportunities
identified through the Big Ideas exercises and further indicate their agreement with these ideas
through dots. From there, a top ten list of needs and a top ten of opportunities emerged. The Priorities
exercise was available at the second round (a total of five meetings) of community open houses, the
second Planning Advisory Committee meeting, and the Gwinnett County Citizens Academy.

Top Identified Needs
1.

Redevelopment and revitalization of Gwinnett Place Mall area

2.

Alternative modes of transit (heavy rail, light rail, etc.)

3.

Create activity centers that are walkable/mixed use

2. Research & Trends

In the Big Ideas exercise, participants were provided a few examples of possible needs or opportunities
and then asked to write down additional ideas they had and/or use dots to register their agreement
with ideas already indicated. This exercise was available at the first five meetings (first round) of
community open houses. This exercise was also conducted in a modified form – through a Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) discussion at the first Planning Advisory Committee
meeting.

1. Overview

These exercises were conducted to help our team understand needs and opportunities in Gwinnett.

4. Repurpose dead retail space
5.

Address traffic congestion on major facilities

7.

Jobs for college graduates

8. Affordability in housing
9. Develop multi-use trails

3. Our Vision

6. Accessibility and sidewalks

10. Incentives to attract business
1. Repurpose vacant shopping centers to community spaces / Adaptive re-use for empty shopping
strips / minimize abandoned retail buildings
2.

Promote reuse of existing developed sites

3.

Reduce number of commercial storage units on major areas ripe for mixed use

4 (tie). Develop improved mass transit
4 (tie). Protect green/low density development
6 (tie). Trail systems to connect activity centers

4. Plan Development

Top Identified Opportunities

6 (tie). Preserve rural/agricultural properties within the county

9.

Disincentivize retailers to vacate to new locations

10 (tie). Minimize abandoned retail buildings
10 (tie). Make Gwinnett a ‘Greener County’
10 (tie). Develop mixed age communities where shopping and services are available and affordable
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6 (tie). Connect transit to neighboring counties
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Policy Review
In the Policy Review exercise, participants were able to view policies identified
in the previous 2030 Unified Plan and asked to weigh in on which policies they
considered to still be relevant, no longer relevant, or needing refinement. This
initial exercise was conducted at the first round (first five) Community Open
Houses, the first Planning Advisory Committee meeting, and the Gwinnett
County Citizens Academy.
Policies where broad agreement existed (roughly less than two thirds of
responses) were flagged for further review and discussion in order to determine
appropriate ways to refine. This further review took the form of discussion
during the second and third Planning Advisory Committee meetings and during
the second round (also a total of five) of Community Open Houses.
County policies from the 2030 Unified Plan were grouped into the following
five themes that further reinforce the County’s tagline of being “Vibrantly
Connected:”
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•

Maintain Economic Development and Fiscal Health

•

Foster Redevelopment

•

Maintain Mobility and Accessibility

•

Provide More Housing Choices

•

Keep Gwinnett a ‘Preferred Place’

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Protect Large, Well-Located Parcels/
Areas for Office Use through 55
Proactive Zoning
Strategic Placement of Sewer 83
Use Transfer of Development Rights
(TDR) for Rural-Estate Housing in the 22
East
Revise Current Millage Rates 51
Promote University Parkway (SR
316) as Gwinnett’s Research & 71
Development Belt
Employ Debt Financing of Major
58
Infrastructure
Obtain Appropriate Balance of Retail 75
Foster Redevelopment
Institute a Variety of Redevelopment
78
Incentives and Bonuses
Promote Densification in Specific
Areas Designated for Mixed-Use
67
through TDRs, Rezoning and Increased
Infrastructure Capacity
Use Tax Allocation Districts (TADs) 68

Enhance Signal Coordination and
Intelligent Transportation Systems 83
(ITS)
Manage Access on Arterials 75
Enhance Incident Management Traffic
75
Control Center
Establish a Road Connectivity
82
Requirement for New Development
Creation of Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD) at Appropriate 82
Sites through Proactive Zoning
Establish a More Extensive Transit
73
System

2. Research & Trends

Promote Major Mixed-Use
70
Development

Maintain Mobility and Accessibility

Pursue Strategic Road Widening and
69
New Alignments
Provide More Housing Choices
Establish and Provide Access to More
22
Executive Housing Areas
Preserve Existing Workforce Housing 62
Expand Maintenance and
Rehabilitation Assistance to 90
Homeowners and Small Businesses

3. Our Vision

Maintain Economic Development and Fiscal
Health

2030 Unified Plan Policy % Agree

Expand Senior Housing Options 78
Keep Gwinnett a ‘Preferred Place’

Promote Shared Infrastructure
78
Facilities

Improve the Walkability of Gwinnett’s
88
Activity Centers and Neighborhoods

Allow “Corner Stores” Within Specific
Medium/High Density Areas as 47
“Floating Zones”

Support and Promote the Expanded
70
Four-Year College
Invest in Youth Enrichment Programs 86
Enhance Development Aesthetics 75

4. Plan Development

2030 Unified Plan Policy % Agree

1. Overview

Public Agreement with Policies from the 2030 Unified Plan

Policies flagged for review and further
discussion with the community and
Planning Advisory Committee

Expand Presence of the “Arts
89
Community”
Provide Incentives for Enhanced Open
87
Space & Trails
Use Development Regulations to
77
Create Local Parks
Acquire Surplus or Commercial Sites
75
for Open Space/Recreation
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Provide Venues to Celebrate Growing
67
Cultural Diversity of the County
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Plan the Future
The Plan the Future exercises consisted of two table top map activities in which
participants were asked to place dots indicating preferences as it relates to
different parts of the County. Both activities were available at the first ten (first
two rounds) of Community Open Houses and were also conducted with the
Planning Advisory Committee, a briefing to the Planning Commission, and at
the Gwinnett Justice and Administration Center.

Change and Preserve Preferences
In the first exercises, participants were asked to indicate which parts of our
community they would like to either preserve as they exist today (with a green
dot), or the parts of our community where they see an opportunity for change
(with a red dot). Dots were placed on maps of the County which were then
compiled into an overall map showing areas where change is desired (in the
darkest hues of red) and where preservation of existing character is desired (in
the darkest hues of green), and everything in between.

Community Open Houses Round 1
Five Forks
Library

Dacula
Library

Lilburn
Activity
Building

OneStop
Centerville

Bogan
Park

Other Target Groups
Planning Advisory
Committee

Gwinnett Justice
and Administration
Center

Planning Commission

“Change” Dot
Highest desire
for change

“Preserve” Dot
Highest desire
for preservation

Community Open Houses Round 2
Dacula
Park
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Lenora
Park

Rhodes
Jordan
Park

George
Pierce
Park

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Lucky
Shoals
Park

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

Composite Map of Change
and Preserve Preferences

985
85

316

3. Our Vision

N

4. Plan Development

85

Highest desire
for preservation

5. Implementation

Highest desire
for change
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Urban Scale Preferences
The second “Plan the Future” activity was designed to understand what types
of development and intensity the community felt appropriate. Using a scale
from undeveloped areas to suburban areas to urban areas, community outreach
participants were able to voice their vision for the future of different parts of
Gwinnett County.

Community Open Houses Round 1
Five Forks
Library

Dacula
Library

Lilburn
Activity
Building

OneStop
Centerville

Bogan
Park

Other Target Groups
Planning Advisory
Committee

Gwinnett Justice
and Administration
Center

Planning Commission

Urban
Center

Open
Space
Community Open Houses Round 2
Dacula
Park
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Lenora
Park

Rhodes
Jordan
Park

George
Pierce
Park
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Lucky
Shoals
Park

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

Composite Map of
Urban Scale Preferences

985
85

316

3. Our Vision

N

Open
Space

Urban
Center
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85
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Guiding Philosophies
As cumulative results of the “Plan the Future” exercise began to come together and broad themes emerged,
the planning team responded with the development of six Guiding Philosophies to help further guide
discussion and decision making. These Guiding Philosophies were subsequently presented at the third
Planning Advisory Committee meeting and all five of the Round 2 Community Open Houses. Attendees were
asked for their agreement, or lack thereof, with the conceptual ideas presented. As shown, there was broad
agreement with the Guiding Philosophies developed.

Use Character Areas to Establish
Transitional Areas
The plan should include measures
so that areas targeted for more
intense urban development relate
appropriately to lower intensity areas
of the community. Recognizing a broad
need for more flexible and creative
housing products, the establishment of
transitional areas can serve both needs.

TRANSITION

79%
agreement

Encourage Redevelopment in Key Areas While Still
Allowing for Greenfield Development Opportunities
While greenfield development of the undeveloped parts
of eastern and southern Gwinnett County is still likely,
there must also be a correspondingly strong effort to
revitalize and redevelop the older parts of Gwinnett
County, with particular emphasis on the I-85 corridor
and its surrounding areas.

+

REDEVELOPMENT

84%
agreement

GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT

Preserve the Character of Areas That Are Still
Relatively Undeveloped
With a focus on regionalism, further outlying
communities are beginning to develop
more intensely on or near the Gwinnett
County border. As a result, demand for
development in eastern and southern
Gwinnett County is not likely to subside.
However, this plan can also cast a vision
so that development in these areas is
responsible and appropriate relative to the
existing character of the area.
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76%
agreement
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agreement
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The implementation of this plan would result in a Gwinnett
County that would have much more variety in its urban
geography than our existing, mostly suburban character.
While much of that suburban character would be
retained, there would also be areas of much more intense
development and conversely areas of much less intense
development. Beyond just focusing on the compatibility
of land uses and zoning, using the concept of urban scale
- which is replicated throughout this plan - will provide
the County with a broader mechanism to talk about how
different parts of our community can relate to one another.

Encourage Development to Be More Nodal
Than Linear

85%
agreement

4. Plan Development

Instead of continuing our historic pattern
of linear strip commercial development
along roadway corridors, future areas of
activity and intensity should be focused
in more central and nodal environments.

1. Overview

81%

Use Urban Scale to Communicate and Articulate
Implied Densities and Character

In the future, Gwinnett County should continue to
retain areas that are primarily employment oriented,
but future development should also promote the
integration of these areas with other uses.

82%

OFFICE

agreement

Retail
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RESIDENTIAL

5. Implementation

Incorporate and Integrate Office Areas Into
Mixed-Used Districts
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Similarly, in response to the emerging results of the “Plan the
Future” exercise, the need to think about our large community
in more granular terms became more evident. While Gwinnett
County has several formally defined municipalities, many of
the unincorporated parts of the County have less recognition as
having distinct identities despite a wide variety of communities
and characters. To help us discuss the different parts of our
community better, the planning team reviewed many historical
documents and developed potential ‘names’ to better identify these
communities. During the five Round 2 Community Open Houses
and the third Planning Advisory Committee meeting, attendees
were asked to reflect on the suggested names and use post-it notes
to better identify the unique characteristics and potential futures
for these communities. Results from these activities were used to
develop the visions discussed in the “Our Communities” section of
Chapter 5.

3. Our Vision

Community Assets
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Our Planning
Partners
MUNICIPAL PARTNERS

Even though Gwinnett County does not have jurisdiction over land use
or the other elements included in a municipality’s comprehensive plan,
coordination with the County’s municipalities is important in the formation of
its Unified Plan to ensure there is coordination in development patterns and
overarching policies. As of the writing of this 2040 Unified Plan document,
each municipality in the County was in the process of writing, or had recently
adopted, its comprehensive plan update.
To create an environment of cooperation and coordination between the County
and its cities in our collective Comprehensive Planning efforts, the Planning
& Development Department re-convened the Gwinnett Planning Committee
(GPC) starting in January 2018. This committee had previously met bi-monthly
since 1992 until it took a recess in the late 2000s. This 2040 Unified Plan effort
provided an opportune time to reconvene the GPC to allow the municipalities
to participate in the process of its creation. Meetings in January, March, and
July focused primarily on information sharing and discussions related to
development patterns.
As it relates to development patterns, the County had previously developed
a “Spheres of Influence” map, which illustrates the estimated breadth of the
effects of land use and development within the cities on the surrounding
areas of unincorporated Gwinnett County, and vice versa. When the County
has a development under consideration within a sphere of influence, it invites
planning staff from the adjacent city to review the application and voice any
concerns. The “Spheres of Influence” map is provided in Appendix C.
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1. Overview

Gwinnett County and its
Municipalities
BUFORD
SUGAR
HILL

BRASELTON

985
85

SUWANEE

2. Research & Trends

REST
HAVEN

AUBURN

316

PEACHTREE
CORNERS
LAWRENCEVILLE

NORCROSS

GRAYSON

LILBURN

SNELLVILLE

LOGANVILLE

Gwinnett’s municipalities, the majority
of which are in the process of updating
their Comprehensive Plans

Our Vision | Our Planning Partners | Municipal Partners
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85

DACULA

3. Our Vision

N

DULUTH

5. Implementation

BERKELEY
LAKE

121
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Following are brief descriptions of notable, current initiatives in each city as of the
writing of the Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan.

1. Overview

Many of Gwinnett’s cities have a thriving, historic downtown, an active town center,
or both, which can be attributed to a combination of factors, including public-private
partnerships, development or redevelopment authorities, implementation of plans and
studies funded by the Atlanta Regional Commission’s Livable Centers Initiative (LCI)
program, other redevelopment/revitalization plans pursued by the cities, and the National
Main Street Program.

Incorporated in 1956 with its origins as a summer retreat of fishing cottages, Berkeley
Lake has grown into a thriving community of permanent homes centered on its 88-acre
namesake. Berkeley Lake residents are a diverse mix of entrepreneurs, corporate
executives, and other professionals. It is also home to many artists and writers. With a
median household income of $131,944, Berkeley Lake was reported to be the most affluent
town in the state of Georgia in 2015. It has been named a Tree City USA for the past 18
years, reflecting the City’s commitment to the natural environment.
Because the City is virtually built out and surrounded by other municipalities making
expansion impossible, growth management is not an issue for Berkeley Lake. Its primary
goals are insuring the highest possible quality of life for its residents and a supportive
environment for its thriving business community. Protection of its abundant natural
beauty and environment and provision of essential services are its top planning priorities.

Braselton
Braselton is experiencing significant growth pressures and demographic changes due
to its location on the I-85 corridor, proximity to three growing statistical metropolitan
areas, and the development of the new Northeast Georgia Medical Center campus. The
boundaries of the town cover four different counties (Hall, Gwinnett, Jackson, and
Barrow). The most identifiable areas in the Gwinnett portion of Braselton are the Château
Elan residential community and the SR 211 commercial corridor.
Current initiatives and projects include the widening of SR 211 from I-85 to SR 347 to
improve mobility in response to increased traffic generation related to new growth and
the opening of the new SR 347, and the expansion of the city’s Life Path system in the SR
211 and Thompson Mill Road corridors to better facilitate pedestrians, bicyclists, and golf
carts. This project will include construction of a tunnel connecting each side of SR 211 at
the Thompson Mill Road intersection.
Our Vision | Our Planning Partners | Municipal Partners
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Berkeley Lake

4. Plan Development

The City of Auburn and its Downtown Development Authority are leading the way towards
a revitalized downtown district with the planning of a new development anchored by a
new city hall. Building on their 2010 Strategic Implementation Plan, city leaders have
developed a public-private partnership that will expand the downtown district to include
new civic infrastructure, public spaces, residential homes, and other uses. The City
is working to create the catalysts for redevelopment and revitalization by leveraging
existing public assets to create an attractive, market-based destination that will enhance
the built environment, create jobs, improve mobility, and be sustainable through the years.

5. Implementation

Auburn is in the western corner of Barrow County, with a small portion extending
into Gwinnett County, located on State Route 9 between Winder and Dacula. The city
maintains a small town feel but is in the path of Atlanta Metro growth and is beginning to
show signs of transition. The city is known for its historic downtown located along the
railroad tracks that is the location for many community events, parks, small businesses,
and the popular micro-retail Whistlestop Shops. Recently, residential development has
picked up with the construction of Auburn Station near the Gwinnett County border,
which will include single-family homes along with commercial development and
townhomes.

2. Research & Trends

Auburn
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Buford
Located in the northwest corner of Gwinnett County and partly in southern
Hall County, the City of Buford is known for its excellent school system, as well
as being a major local provider of utilities. In recent years, the City has made
several investments in its public facilities, such as the construction of a new
city gymnasium and multiple streetscape improvements in and near its historic
downtown. A new state-of-the-art high school is currently under construction.
The City’s Comprehensive Planning update process began in June of 2018.
Although still in its early stages, the update will focus on the following
priority needs and opportunities: roadway congestion, housing affordability,
maintaining high quality of services (schools and utilities) in the face of growth,
annexation of commercial and industrial land, continued development and
investment in its downtown, and senior housing.
The community’s vision has remained relatively constant since the previous
comprehensive planning process. There is a strong sentiment among the
community that the City is on the right track, and should continue its path
of fiscal responsibility and ongoing investment in its schools and other
components that contribute to its high quality of life.

Dacula
The City of Dacula is experiencing an increase of institutional growth
(private schools, bank); subdivisions in various stages of planning (building,
development, zoning); and road projects (Maxey Street, Tanner Road). The city
is looking to attract commercial businesses and employment centers along
its commercial corridor by continuing pre-existing sewer service along Hwy.
29 and Harbins Road, and establishing industrial areas along approved truck
routes that have railroad access. The city is also working to improve traffic
flow and transportation infrastructure with the Harbins Road bridge on Hwy. 29
and grade separation at the intersection of Hwy. 316 and Harbins Road. A final
goal of the city is to create a sense of place and improve the quality of life for its
residents by identifying and developing central gathering spaces.

Duluth
The City of Duluth continues to encourage density around its downtown to help
support local businesses as well as to create a unique and memorable place
within Gwinnett County. In addition to encouraging denser developments, the
City is also exploring opportunities to connect existing neighborhoods to the
sidewalk network that will enhance pedestrian connectivity throughout the City
and specifically to downtown. Once the Duluth branch of the Gwinnett Public
Library opens in their downtown, the City feels that there will be a large demand
for students and parents to be able to walk or ride bicycles to it.
Duluth is also exploring ways to encourage executive style housing along
Peachtree Industrial Boulevard where it is expected that large tracts of land
could soon become available for development. It is a goal of the City to have a
mix of size, style, and price of residential options. The focus on executive style
homes is due to an ample amount of multi-family, starter, and mid-life housing
options, but lack of upper end options within the city limits. The addition of
residential units in this area of the city is needed to support the existing retail
along Peachtree Industrial Boulevard.
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Historic buildings in Downtown Buford
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The Historic Gwinnett County Courthouse, at the heart of downtown Lawrenceville
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A 2.2-mile linear park is under construction to connect Georgia Gwinnett College with downtown
Lawrenceville, and Perry and Clayton Streets have both been converted to two-way thoroughfares to
provide traffic congestion relief on Scenic Highway and Jackson Street. Also, the City has invested
almost $4 million in roadway, sidewalk, and drainage improvements along Park Place Drive. Finally, the
City’s new, state of the art public works facility has opened, while the City is in the process of upgrading
its sizable gas infrastructure to better serve its 50,000 existing customers while building for future
expansion.

Lilburn
The City of Lilburn is experiencing an increase in private commercial development and redevelopment
proposals with varying densities and end users. The City is also reviewing subdivisions and residential
proposals of varying densities to accommodate townhomes, senior housing, and less traditional style
single family lots. City projects include construction of a new Police Headquarters and Municipal Court;
extension of sidewalks along Hillcrest Road; replacement of a significant boardwalk along the Camp
Creek Greenway Trail; and implementation of a renovation plan for Lilburn City Park, starting with the
playground and parking. Finally, the city is working with ARC and a citizen Steering Committee in
public meetings to draft the City’s comprehensive plan update, which is anticipated to be adopted in
February 2019.
The City of Lilburn’s current goals are to attract quality commercial businesses and employment
centers along commercial corridors; create destinations where residents and community can meet
and share experiences; and reinvest resources to remain a debt-free city. To help reach those goals,
the City is continuing its business friendly economic development decisions, providing flexibility in
design and mix of uses, and enforcing the standards established for the Commercial Corridor and Town
Center Overlay districts; sponsoring and hosting diverse outdoor events, welcoming the public in the
decision making process through public meetings, boards, and committees, and continually updating
its social media and website in a transparent and timely manner; and considering public investments
that result in improvements that expand private development opportunities, designating appropriate
funding to the Downtown Development Authority, and collaborating with the Lilburn CID to effectuate
redevelopment and leverage resources.
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Over the last few years, the City of Lawrenceville has invested significantly in redevelopment efforts
through property acquisition, infrastructure improvements, future planning projects, and strategic
studies. SouthLawn and City View are two privately funded, mixed-use projects that will bring more
residents and retail to downtown. The arts and cultural complex – home of the Aurora Theatre – is
undergoing a $26 million expansion that should be completed in 2020. Plans are underway to convert
Gwinnett’s historic, all African-American Hooper Renwick School to a new, 19,000 square foot library
branch.

3. Our Vision

Lawrenceville

4. Plan Development

The City of Grayson is located in southeast Gwinnett County along SR 20. Originally a stop along the
Lawrenceville and Loganville (L&L) Railroad, and the site of a small passenger station, the city began to
grow in the late 1800s. As mentioned in the city’s 2030 Comprehensive Plan, efforts for redevelopment
are to be concentrated around Grayson Parkway and Highway 20. Plans for a 7.3 acre mixed-use
development, titled The RailYard, will include a number of restaurants, retail, and apartments. The City
was recently recognized for these redevelopment efforts, receiving a 2017 “Live, Work, Play City” award
by the Georgia Municipal Association.

5. Implementation

Grayson
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Loganville
Situated along US 78, the City of Loganville is part of both Gwinnett and Walton
counties. As with the rest of Gwinnett, Loganville has experienced significant
growth in the past decade, and has recognized the need to redevelop its
downtown core into a more vibrant place. The city received funding to conduct
a Livable Center Initiative study, which was completed in 2010.The “Loganville
Town Center” LCI Study identified a vision for mixed-use development around
the intersection of Main Street and US 78.

Norcross
The Lillian Webb Gateway mixed-use project represents a significant step in
attaining the goals of the Norcross Comprehensive Plan and the 2011 LCI Study
along Buford Highway. The two anchor public projects in the area are Lillian
Webb Park and the proposed new Norcross branch of the Gwinnett Public
Library. The Norcross Downtown Development Authority has been working
with a developer to construct a multi-family complex at Buford Highway and
Holcomb Bridge Road consisting of a mix of apartment sizes and ground floor
live-work units wrapped around a precast parking garage.
The second mixed-use project in Norcross centers around the adaptive reuse
of the former West Rock corporate campus along Thrasher Street. The project
includes the conversion of two existing buildings into commercial space and
several live-work units; a half-acre public park; townhomes; and multifamily
units which include the live-work concept and a parking deck. The City also
has several parks and recreational projects programmed for the upcoming
planning horizon, including the Norcross LCI Greenway Concept Plan, Veterans
Park, and the conversion of green space property in the Pinnacle Center
business park to a combination storm water retention facility and public park.

Peachtree Corners
Work is underway on the 21-acre tract of land, located on the 5200 block of
Peachtree Parkway, that will be the site of the City’s new Town Center. When
the Peachtree Corners Town Center is complete, it will feature entertainment
venues, restaurants, shops, office space, townhomes, and a Town Green. This
two-acre green will feature an open-air pavilion, amphitheater, fire pit, open
lawn, café tables, and a community garden. It will also be the site of a veterans’
monument. The Town Center will also include a botanical garden located along
a creek and adjacent to the parking deck. The garden will feature a lookout tree
house, ground level deck, and botanical canopy walk along a pathway leading to
the Town Green.
Over 70 upscale townhomes will complete the mixed-use Town Center
development, with some homes overlooking the Town Green. The residences
will be two and three-story units with parking garages. The price point will
likely be $400,000 to $500,000.
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The in-progress Town Center development in Peachtree Corners
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Children playing in the splashpad at Suwanee Town Center Park,
adjacent to Suwanee City Hall
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Sugar Hill
In recent years, the City has been focused on developing downtown Sugar Hill, building the Sugar Hill
Greenway, and attracting high quality development to the SR 20/Cumming Highway Corridor.
The newly constructed E Center is the cornerstone of Sugar Hill’s next generation of downtown
development. In addition to the retail shops, restaurants, and office space, it includes The Eagle,
a beautiful art-deco inspired, 406-seat performing arts theater and a modern 22,000 square foot
gymnasium and recreation center. Private development has begun to respond to the city’s catalytic
investments, as it is projected downtown Sugar Hill will attract a large share of the County’s population
growth over the next 25 years. By the year 2043, downtown Sugar Hill will be home to more than half of
the City’s households.
In 2018, construction began on the 16-mile loop trail called the Sugar Hill Greenway connecting
downtown Sugar Hill to the nearby regional trail system and the Chattahoochee River Corridor. Sugar
Hill has an aspirational plan in place for SR 20 to become a parkway like regional transportation
corridor to provide a safe and inviting pedestrian experience while encouraging walkable nodes of
development at key intersections.

2. Research & Trends

Other efforts in support of the City’s priorities include creating a ring trail as part of the first phase of
implementation of the City’s Greenway Master Plan, in conjunction with development of phase one
of the Towne Center; adoption of a Unified Development Ordinance (City Council consideration is
anticipated in early 2019); construction of three senior housing developments, with potential for others
to be annexed into the City; and updating the Briscoe Park Master Plan, which will likely include the
addition of a recreation center with a gym, workout areas, walking track, and community space.

3. Our Vision

The City of Snellville’s top priority is creating a unique and vibrant place for residents and visitors
through the development of a walkable Towne Center. The Towne Center development will be home
to a public library, public market, residences, retail, office, greenspace, business development, and
educational facilities that are essential to the sustainability and vitality of the city. The population is
growing, and diversity in housing, jobs, and amenities is needed. The City is also working to update its
policy documents and ordinances to help staff and elected officials guide the kinds of development the
City needs to encourage and manage the desires of a rapidly changing city.

1. Overview

Snellville

The City, in partnership with GDOT, is currently reconstructing Buford Highway between McGinnis
Ferry Road and George Pierce Park as a context-sensitive roadway. A new roundabout at the
intersection with Russell Street will serve as a gateway into Suwanee’s downtown. Another focus
area for future development is around the I-85 interchange at Lawrenceville-Suwanee Road, known as
the Suwanee Gateway Character Area. The vision for this area is office development and other uses
supportive of office that could bring more jobs for Suwanee residents.
In anticipation of future transit along the Norfolk Southern rail line, Suwanee Station, which is located
between Peachtree Industrial Boulevard and McGinnis Ferry Road, was master planned as a mixed-use
transit-oriented development in the early 2000s. To date, a mix of 1,107 housing units have been built
along with some commercial. The City owns the last undeveloped, 12-acre tract of land in Suwanee
Station, which is reserved for a mixed-use transit station area. There is a significant amount of land
occupied by industrial uses on the other side of the railroad tracks adjacent to Suwanee Station. Plans
call for this area to redevelop with higher density mixed-use to add residential and commercial uses
conducive to supporting transit.
Our Vision | Our Planning Partners | Municipal Partners

5. Implementation

Town Center Park is the civic heart of Suwanee for residents and a destination in Gwinnett County.
Plans call for the mixed-use environment of Suwanee’s Town Center to continue to expand down
Buford Highway along the new Buford Highway streetscape and along Suwanee Dam Road, where a
new 20-acre park is planned. Town Center currently has a new mixed-use project under construction
just south of Town Center Park including multifamily, ground floor commercial, a parking deck, and
townhomes. A new senior living facility is under construction northwest of Town Center. A second
mixed-use project is planned south of Town Center that will also include multifamily units with
commercial on the ground floor along the new sidewalk on Buford Highway.

4. Plan Development

Suwanee
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COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS
Gwinnett County also regularly partners with five Community Improvement
Districts (CID) located in the County.

Evermore CID
The Evermore CID is located along the US 78 corridor in the unincorporated
southern part of the County, from the City of Snellville to the DeKalb County
line. The CID has pursued several initiatives in recent years, including the
development of a Transportation Plan and the development of a parallel
multimodal transportation corridor to US 78 in order to relieve localized trips.
The Evermore CID area is also home to the former Olympics Tennis Center
which was recently demolished in anticipation of site redevelopment.

Gateway 85 Gwinnett CID
The Gateway 85 Gwinnett CID is the largest CID by land mass in Gwinnett
County and includes parts of Norcross, Peachtree Corners, and unincorporated
Gwinnett County along the I-85 corridor. In recent years, the CID has led several
efforts interfacing with the Unified Plan including the Jimmy Carter Boulevard
Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) study and the Indian Trail-Lilburn Road LCI
study, both of which envision mechanisms to create more walkable, human
scaled communities consisting of a mix of uses. As host to many freight and
logistics uses, the CID also commenced a Freight Cluster Study in late 2018.

Gwinnett Place CID
Gwinnett Place CID is anchored in the unincorporated parts of the County along
I-85 around Pleasant Hill Road and Steve Reynolds Boulevard. Gwinnett Place
CID has conducted many recent efforts including multi-modal transportation
corridor studies, a 2013 update to the Gwinnett LCI and the subsequent ACTivate
Gwinnett study, both of which collectively envisioned initiatives that could
encourage reinvestments in the area. The CID pursued further study of the
major initiatives identified in that study, including a major intersection
improvement at Pleasant Hill Road and Satellite Boulevard, road diets (reducing
excess travel lanes and replacing with linear park and multi-modal spaces)
on Mall Boulevard and Gwinnett Place Drive, and investigating connections
between Gwinnett Place Mall with nearby McDaniel Farm Park and Shorty
Howell Park.

Lilburn CID
The Lilburn CID, located along the US 29 corridor, primarily in the City of Lilburn
but with some unincorporated areas, has embarked on several studies, including
the US 29 Boulevard of Opportunity LCI study and Mandir District study to help
lead in redevelopment ideas. In late 2018, the CID also developed the Pleasant
Hill Road Small Area Plan to focus on opportunities to further capitalize on the
momentum created by the reinvestment of a former big box store into the Plaza
Las Americas, a shopping mall targeting the local Hispanic community.

Sugarloaf CID
The Sugarloaf CID is anchored in the unincorporated area around Sugarloaf
Parkway and I-85. The CID recently completed its first LCI study to identify
initiatives and investments that could complement the planned redevelopment
of parts of the Infinite Energy Center’s surface parking into Revel, a mixed-use
walkable community. The CID is also heavily involved in the planning of the
Loop trail which - when combined with other trail initiatives, including those
envisioned by the Gwinnett Place CID near McDaniel Farm Park - will form a
larger 16-mile loop.
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Our Vision.

Combining the community engagement and reconciling it with the initiatives
of our planning partners, our vision is articulated through two overall
mechanisms: (1) an identification of Needs and Opportunities and (2) the overall
policies described as part of a framework of five overall themes.

NEEDS & OPPORTUNITIES
As described in previous sections, ‘Needs & Opportunities’ were developed
through a variety of mechanisms including SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, and Threats) discussion with the Planning Advisory Committee,
the Big Ideas and subsequent prioritization exercises in Community Open
Houses, and technical assessment by the planning team. For ease of
interpretation, these ‘Needs & Opportunities’ are provided relative to major
Elements they relate to (several overlap amongst multiple Elements) and are
also reproduced in the individual Elements as part of the Plan Development
chapter of this plan.
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Needs

•

Housing
•

Affordability in housing

Less focus on shopping centers/big box
stores

•

Placement of business and residential
communities in relation to schools

•

Development of entertainment nodes

•

More senior housing

•

Placement of business/residential
communities in relationship to schools

•

Anti-poverty programs

•

Increase housing stock in proximity to
transportation facilities

•

Repurpose dead retail space

•

Stricter zoning for signs and looks/feel of
commercial properties

•

Increase housing stock in proximity to
Activity Centers

•

Revise pen Space Conservation requirements
to ensure high-quality open space set-asides

•

Cost burden and housing affordability in
Gwinnett continue to be a barrier

•

Increase small, locally accessible park space
through redevelopment

•

Aging housing stock needs updating,
especially within western and southern
parts of the County

•

Continue to plan for an aging population
through quality healthcare support,
expanded public services, housing and
redevelopment to cater to active seniors

Economic Development
•

Build a more specific and closer relationship
between County and Gwinnett Tech

•

Jobs for college graduates

•

Incentives to attract/keep business

•

Incentives to encourage development

•

Infrastructure and Community Facilities
•

Develop multi-use trails

Public/private partnerships

•

Extended sewer system in county

•

Create activity centers that are walkable/
mixed use

•

Free/low cost community spaces

•

Redevelopment and revitalization of
Gwinnett Place Mall area

•

Places for teens to socialize

•

Renew water supply system

•

Less focus on shopping centers/big box
stores

•

Access/availability to sewer for both
residential and commercial development

•

Attract millennial workforce through work &
play developments

•

Stormwater runoff management

•

•

Promote shift to service economy

Continue to support existing, high-quality
infrastructure for development and
redevelopment

•

Replace or upgrade older segments of
sewer and stormwater systems

•

Identify and address potential barriers to
increasing water supply and discharge
limits

Transportation
•

Alternative modes of mass transit (heavy rail,
light rail, bus rapid transit, etc.)

•

Additional bus service (weekend and after
hours)

•

Address traffic congestion on major facilities

•

Increase walking and biking as a means of
transportation

•

Consideration of complete streets policies

•

Accessibility and Sidewalks

•

Smoother roads; improved striping

•

Timely road maintenance

Broadband
•

Encourage multiple broadband providers in
all residential areas

•

Encourage high speed broadband access in
all residential areas
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Redevelopment and revitalization of
Gwinnett Place Mall area
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Create activity centers that are walkable/
mixed-use

5. Implementation

•

1. Overview

Land Use
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Opportunities

•

Shift economic strategy to new job sectors
associated with R&D and secondary education
institutions

•

Continue to partner with Partnership Gwinnett
to promote coordinated efforts to attract new
business

•

Take advantage of Gwinnett County’s strong
brand and strategic location

•

Gwinnett Technical College and Georgia
Gwinnett College are growing and have
innovative programs of study to continue to
provide well-educated individuals

Land Use
•

Create area focused around film/entertainment
sectors

•

Disincentivize retailers to vacate to new
locations

•

Repurpose vacant shopping centers to
community spaces

•

Promote reuse of existing developed sites

•

Preserve rural & agricultural properties within
the County

•

Reduce number of commercial storage units in
major areas ripe for mixed use

•

Protect green/low density development

•

Provide/create downtowns for unincorporated
Gwinnett

•

Gwinnett Harbins area - mixed use
development near Archer High School

•

Open land for development

•
•

•

Transportation
•

Connect transit to neighboring counties

•

Develop improved mass transit

•

Plan for impact of self-driving cars and electric
vehicles

•

Alternative traffic controls -> roundabouts

•

Limit future retail development to specific
areas to avoid market over saturation

Implement autonomous vehicle lanes on
Pleasant Hill, Jimmy Carter, Sugarloaf, PIB

•

Create opportunities for more mixed-use
development to complement those types of
developments in neighboring jurisdictions

Work with coalition to expand transit to serve
more of Gwinnett

•

Increase Gwinnett’s Walkability Index Score

Plan development and redevelopment with a
focus on walkability, bikeability, alternative
transportation modes, proximity to office
space, and urban character

•

Select strategic locations for urban cores
through redevelopment

•

Strategically address growth in undeveloped
areas

Economic Development

Housing
•

Tear down big box stores - apartments/condos

•

Aging population -> need for senior housing

•

Millennials/seniors have similar housing
wants

•

Develop mixed-age communities where
shopping and services are available and
affordable

Infrastructure and Community Facilities
•

Trail systems to connect activity centers

•

Make Gwinnett a ‘Greener County’

•

Alternative traffic control -> roundabouts

•

More community gardens

Repurpose vacant shopping centers to
community spaces

•

Small parks/parklets in towns/cities

•

Adaptive re-use for empty shopping strips

•

Take advantage of County’s AAA Bond rating

•

Minimize abandoned retail buildings

•

•

SPLOST

Lake Lanier and award-winning park system
offer natural resources for recreational
enjoyment

•

Diversity - leverage it

•

•

CIDs - create downtowns in unincorporated
Gwinnett

Maintain positive support of future SPLOST
referendums to aid in funding infrastructure

•

Autonomous vehicle testing/development labs

•

Highway 316 - biomedical corridor between GT
and UGA

•

Newer office development

•

Trail systems to connect activity centers
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•

Create area focused around film/entertainment
sectors

•

Incentivize retailers to not vacate to new
locations

•
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Broadband
•

With redevelopment, seek opportunities to
develop model communities where broadband
access and speed are maximized

•

Leverage opportunities in the Innovation
Districts to showcase broadband connectivity
and speeds

1. Maintain Economic Development & Fiscal Health
2. Foster Redevelopment

2. Research & Trends

1. Overview
Since adopting the 2030 Unified Plan in 2009, Gwinnett County has used
Five Themes to act as an overall framework to guide policies that are woven
throughout this plan and build from the various suggestions that emerged in
articulating our “Needs & Opportunities”. Each of these policies has specific
Initiatives that can be followed to work towards the policy and its goals. The
County looks to these themes when making decisions on its future land use,
fiscal health, transportation and infrastructure investment, and community
amenities. The Five Themes are:

3. Our Vision

THE FIVE THEMES

3. Maintain Mobility & Accessibility
4. Provide More Housing Choices

5. Implementation

On the following pages, these themes are explored in more detail, including
supportive policies and considerations for their implementation.

4. Plan Development

5. Keep Gwinnett a “Preferred Place”
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Theme 1: Maintain Economic Development and Fiscal Health
Gwinnett’s ability to grow its economic base is fundamental to its long-term
fiscal abilities to sustain the infrastructure, government services, and
publicly provided amenities that will be a big part of its overall well-being and
attractiveness as a “preferred place.”
Maintaining economic development is not merely a question of capturing
and adding more jobs to those that are already here. Two decades from now,
Gwinnett’s economic base will inevitably be different from today’s business
and job profile. For example, the migration of many light industrial and
manufacturing jobs will likely persist. Growth based industries such as
homebuilding will also decline as greenfield sites become more and more
scarce, and further out regional jurisdictions become the main arena of
suburban development. The shift will be to redevelopment of existing sites
– particularly those along the I-85 corridor – as mixed-use, higher intensity
projects with dwellings going vertical rather than horizontal in order to house
the 600,000+ people projected to move to Gwinnett by 2040.
The types of businesses and jobs that can be attracted in place of Gwinnett’s
diminishing sectors is a major concern of the Unified Plan in large part because
the results will have direct and significant implications for the income profile of
Gwinnett’s residents, the value of its residential and business properties, and, as
a consequence, its tax base.
Policies include:
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•

Promote Mixed-Use, Nodal Development Along Major Corridors

•

Promote Office Use as Part of Larger, Mixed-Use Developments

•

Coordinate with Department of Water Resources (DWR) on Placement of
Water and Sewer in Conjunction with the 2050 Sewer Master Plan

•

Promote University Parkway (SR 316) as Gwinnett’s Innovation District

•

Employ Debt Financing, User Fees, Public-Private Partnerships, and Other
Methods to Finance Major Infrastructure

•

Encourage Redevelopment/Renovation of Existing, Aging Retail Centers,
and Promote New Retail as Part of Mixed-Use Developments

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

University Parkway (SR 316), if marketed
as Gwinnett’s Innovation District, can take
advantage of growing medical and
post-secondary institutions.
Our Regional Activity Centers, Community
Mixed-Use areas, Neighborhood Nodes, and
Vibrant Communities designations are areas
where activity and higher residential intensity
opportunities exist, which are typically able to
provide greater value to the county’s tax digest
and ﬁscal health.
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LAWRENCEVILLE

NORCROSS

LILBURN

5

2

GRAYSON

SNELLVILLE

4

Regional Activity Centers offer
the opportunity to integrate ofﬁce
and professional uses into the mixeduse and walkable environments that
many young professionals desire.

Employment Centers are identiﬁed as
places in the County focused on employment opportunities and uses.

LOGANVILLE

Placement and timing of sewer extensions
and pump stations for Suburban Estate Living
areas guide development appropriately in
traditionally unsewered areas.

1

Gwinnett Medical Center Locations

2

Eastside Medical Center

3

Planned Water Innovation Center for Applied Research,
Education, Innovation, and Workforce Development

4

Planned Water Reclamation Facility/Environmental Campus to
support population growth and economic development.

5

The County is evaluating mechanisms to encourage and assist
property owners currently on septic to connect to sewer.

6

Georgia Gwinnett College and Gwinnett Tech are a
means to create a localized labor force.
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Policy 1.1 – Promote Mixed-Use, Nodal Development Along Major Corridors
Like most suburban communities, Gwinnett has developed as a predominantly auto-oriented county, with
residential areas separated from the retail/commercial, employment/office, and industrial areas which
provide products, services, and jobs, forcing people to get in their vehicles and drive for even the simplest
errands. For those without reliable transportation, walking or biking is typically not an enjoyable experience
as the design of roadways, incomplete or missing sidewalks, and patterns of development are generally not
friendly or safe for pedestrians or bicyclists.
Feedback from the community engagement process strongly indicates that Gwinnett residents prefer
walkable activity areas. With many of Gwinnett’s aging and vacant commercial centers in need of
redevelopment, the County must take steps to encourage their revitalization in such a way that commercial,
employment, and residential activity is mixed – both vertically and horizontally – and concentrated at
existing nodal locations. As discussed in the Implementation Chapter of this plan, the Future Development
Map aims to promote this type of development through its designation of three types of activity centers
which allow for appropriately scaled developments with various levels of intensity based on their location:
Regional Activity Center, Community Mixed-Use, and Neighborhood Nodes.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Increased number of local, high-wage jobs

•

Increased redevelopment opportunities

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Preservation of rural areas

•

Focused capital investments

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Funding for infrastructure improvements will be needed

•

Land assembly could be difficult

•

Delegation of some development decisions to authorities and staff to simplify the
approval process

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Continued revisions to zoning regulations in the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO)

•

Shorter amount of time for permit approvals

•

Increased development activity within mixed-use centers

•

Increased number of jobs within mixed-use centers

•

Increased County investment in mixed-use centers

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Make proactive investments in designated mixed-use centers (e.g., upgrade roads and
sewers, parking structures, civic buildings, landscaping, etc.) – Gwinnett County DOT,
Department of Water Resources, and Board of Commissioners

•

Revisit UDO Permitted Use Table and Supplemental Table to streamline zoning and
development approval process – Planning & Development

•

Investigate forecasting ability to determine land use and fiscal implications of land use
changes – Office of Economic Development, Planning & Development

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

While the 2040 Unified Plan Future Development Map maintains an Employment Center category
for office related uses through the Workplace Center and Innovation District Character Areas – both
described in more detail in the Implementation Chapter of this plan – the County should seek to
encourage office uses in mixed-use environments. Further, office areas should be supported by
opportunities to incorporate residential and commercial uses, where appropriate.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Increased number of high-wage jobs

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Strengthen the tax base with targeted growth

•

Faster rezoning approval and permitting process for appropriate uses

1. Overview

This policy ties in closely with Policy 1.1, and refines previous policy that protected “large, well-located
parcels/areas for office use.” The model of large office parks with building after building of office space
is generally no longer desired by employers and workers. Most people would like to be able to get out
of their office at lunch time and walk to a nearby commercial area to eat lunch or take care of a quick
errand or two. This is not only better for our physical health but taking a mental break from work tasks
also increases productivity and focus.

2. Research & Trends

Policy 1.2 – Promote Office Use as Part of Larger, Mixed-Use Developments

Attracting jobs that match the skills of Gwinnett’s workforce, allowing them to
live and work within the County

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised zoning maps

•

Continued refinement of zoning regulations

•

Increased number of high-wage jobs

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Consider amending mixed-use zoning district regulations to encourage
incorporation of more office use – Planning & Development

5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

•

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs
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For the most part, residential areas in eastern Gwinnett have not developed as executive housing areas.
Limiting sewer extension to this part of the County is paramount to the County’s fiscal health strategy
because low density housing of average value costs the County more than it returns in revenue, unlike
higher density, mixed-use developments.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Provide executive housing (generally larger-lot single family developments)

•

Environmental conservation

•

Growth directed to desired areas

•

Maintain fiscal health of County

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Pressure to rezone eastern area to more suburban uses

•

Limiting length and location of sewer main extensions could be difficult

•

Existing sewer facilities may be insufficient to provide the necessary treatment
and transport capacity

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised sewer policy

•

Slower growth of total length of sewer system

•

Slower growth of sewer costs

•

Fiscal outcomes in keeping with 2040 Unified Plan projections

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Evaluate future wastewater treatment capacity needs and location(s) for new
and/or expanded water reclamation facilities - Department of Water Resources

•

Review and modify as necessary septic to sewer policies and ordinances Department of Water Resources
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1. Overview
2. Research & Trends
3. Our Vision

The eastern and southern parts of the County currently remain largely without sewer service. While
large sewer interceptors and regional pump stations were envisioned for that area over the years, sewer
extensions have never been designed nor constructed due to budget limitations. Parcels that have
built out on sewer have done so primarily using developer-built wastewater pumping stations and force
mains designed to convey flows relatively long distances to existing sewer infrastructure. Constructing
interceptors and large regional pump stations in this area of the County could limit its overall economic
prosperity by directing resources needed for service in more densely developed areas in the County.
Therefore, limiting sewer extensions in the east is a step toward fostering the type of growth which can
revitalize Gwinnett and heighten economic development for the future. Ensuring that the sewer system
is upgraded and expanded in key locations is one of the most important measures Gwinnett can take to
protect its economic development potential.

4. Plan Development

The Department of Water Resources (DWR) has been closely involved in the creation of the 2040 Unified
Plan through department leadership and staff involvement in the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
meetings, along with targeted meetings with the planning team to discuss issues such as expansion
of sewer service to the eastern portion of the County. Discussions have also focused on replacement
of aging septic systems in the southern portion of the County, and how both relate to future land uses
and development. It is timely that the department was in the final stages of drafting its required, 2050
Sewer Master Plan as the 2040 Unified Plan effort kicked off, as this allowed for close coordination.

5. Implementation

Policy 1.3 – Coordinate with Department of Water Resources (DWR) on Placement of Water
and Sewer in Conjunction with the 2050 Sewer Master Plan
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Policy 1.4 – Promote University Parkway (SR 316) as Gwinnett’s Innovation District
The Board of Commissioners has designated SR 316 as Gwinnett’s Research and Development (R&D) Corridor.
It already has some of the feel of a high-tech corridor and the County and State have invested in making it a
limited access parkway. Over the next 5 – 10 years, the County should continue its focus on leveraging the
resources already located along the parkway: Gwinnett Medical Center, industrial parks, Gwinnett County
Airport, Briscoe Field, Georgia Gwinnett College, and Gwinnett Technical College. These could act as anchors
for a strong, Gwinnett-based high-tech business complex. The corridor can also take advantage of the airport
and the lifestyle amenities that continue to emerge as part of downtown Lawrenceville’s revitalization.
Although SR 316 is an important economic development center, it will, and should, differ from the economic
development centers and mixed-use nodes in the County’s I-85 corridor, as it will likely develop as suburban,
campus style office parks inhabited by related activities or even single user owners or tenants. However,
some residential and commercial/retail/service areas should be allowed along the parkway to provide
housing and activity for employees – particularly younger, well educated people which are often attracted to
the high-tech industry and prefer to live close to work as well as commercial/retail services.
Zoning and other related development policies and incentives need to treat this corridor accordingly.
Encouraging an “enterprise” relationship with area colleges and Gwinnett Medical Center, evaluating
the future of the airport and the needs of R&D businesses, and then revising the zoning regulations and
implementing a market strategy are all steps that will promote this valuable resource.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Local job growth

•

Increased number of high-wage jobs

•

Development focused in specific areas

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Continued revision of zoning and
development regulations

•

May require County infrastructure
investments (e.g., roads, sewers, high
speed internet access, etc.)

•

Difficult to attract enough businesses
early on to create the agglomeration
effect needed to attract additional
business

•

Increased number of high tech and
research and development businesses
in the corridor

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised regulations adopted

•

Collaboration with college in expansion
plans and a College master plan

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Continue to implement the strategy to
upgrade University Parkway to a limited
access highway – Gwinnett County DOT

•

Consider strategic implementation of
improvements to support R&D growth
– Planning & Development, Office of
Economic Development, Gwinnett County
DOT

•

•
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Refer to the 2011 Sector Plan for additional
information regarding desired amenities
to promote R&D corridor growth – Office
of Economic Development, Chamber of
Commerce, Partnership Gwinnett
Foster “enterprise” relationship with
Georgia Gwinnett College, Gwinnett

Technical College, and Gwinnett Medical
Center to encourage the transition of
promising research ideas into successful
businesses – Office of Economic
Development, schools, medical center
•

Follow the implementation strategy to
develop an R&D Overlay District with
specific development regulations. Study
the Innovation District Character Area
– Planning & Development, Office of
Economic Development

•

Develop and implement promotional
materials to attract businesses – Office
of Economic Development, Chamber of
Commerce, Partnership Gwinnett

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Gwinnett uses a “pay as you go” approach to fund major infrastructure projects. However, the County
should explore additional ways to pay for major infrastructure projects. The County has taken steps
to use debt financing, specifically to fund a major sewer treatment expansion, but it is likely that
Gwinnett County will need to greatly expand its use of debt financing, and add user fees, public-private
partnerships, and other methods to finance major infrastructure. For instance, the County is
considering implementing tolls to finance the proposed extension of Sugarloaf Parkway.

1. Overview

Policy 1.5 – Employ Debt Financing, User Fees, Public-Private Partnerships, and Other
Methods to Finance Major Infrastructure

•

Speed up the provision of County infrastructure

•

Provide funding for roads and transit

•

Increase roadway capacity

•

Infrastructure funding to support redevelopment of Regional Activity Centers

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Very different method of paying for projects than the County currently employs

2. Research & Trends

Potential Policy Benefits

•

Capital funds available for priority projects

•

Issuance of bonds

•

Faster provision of infrastructure

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Determine costs for capital improvement projects – Various Departments

•

Continue to issue bonds to cover infrastructure costs – Board of Commissioners

5. Implementation

4. Plan Development

•

3. Our Vision

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes
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Policy 1.6 – Encourage Redevelopment/Renovation of Existing,
Aging Retail Centers, and Promote New Retail as Part of Mixed-Use
Developments
With the exponential growth of online retailers like Amazon, as well as grocers
and big box stores offering online shopping, the retail industry landscape is
rapidly changing. With the click of a button, you can have almost any item you
need delivered within a few days, or even on the same day. As a result, fewer
store fronts are needed, leaving many strip commercial centers with vacancies.
Segments of Gwinnett are “over-retailed,” resulting in the County having
the lowest dollar per square foot yield on retail floor space in the metro
Atlanta region. Vacant and economically blighted retail centers often affect
surrounding residential areas. To ensure the long-term economic health of
Gwinnett County, the current land use pattern of older, distressed strip malls
and empty commercial structures along major arterial corridors must be
changed.
As stated in Policy 1.1, Gwinnett residents overwhelmingly prefer walkable
developments, and expressed their desire to see struggling commercial centers
redeveloped into thriving, mixed-use developments with residential, office,
commercial/retail, and services. This would allow them to park in one area and
accomplish several errands on foot rather than potentially having to drive from
one shopping plaza to the next, which also adds to traffic congestion on these
arterial corridors. Further, construction of these developments closer to the
street and having internal or rear parking would make for a more pedestrian
and bike friendly atmosphere along otherwise unsightly corridors with little
landscaping or pedestrian and bike amenities.
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1. Overview
Reduced percentage of retail in the County

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

I-85 corridor revitalized

•

Number of empty stores and distressed strip centers reduced

•

Increase in the taxable value of commercial properties as retail sales per square
foot increase

•

Tools to evaluate rezoning increased

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Owners of older, decaying commercial properties that are still profitable

•

Slow market for alternative uses in the county

•

Perception of negative fiscal impacts of slowing retail development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised ordinances and policies

•

Redevelopment of retail properties

•

Improved dollar per square footage yield for retail property compared to the
region

•

Determination of appropriate amount and location of retail in County based on
standard commercial market analysis

•

Retail becomes a smaller percentage of overall non-residential development

•

Higher percentage of occupied retail space

•

Revitalized former retail spaces

•

Periodic inventory of vacant/distressed retail space in the County

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Conduct market forecast to determine the existing and anticipated market
demand for commercial/retail uses along targeted corridors – Planning &
Development, Office of Economic Development

•

Determine priority retail centers for redevelopment. Study vacancy rates and
recommend sites – Planning & Development, Office of Economic Development

•

Update Existing Land Use map - Planning & Development

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes

3. Our Vision

•

4. Plan Development

Increased redevelopment opportunities

5. Implementation

•

2. Research & Trends

Potential Policy Benefits
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Theme 2: Foster Redevelopment
Redevelopment is not merely a question of improving older properties or adding
more features or amenities such as landscaping or better lighting. As with any
maturing county, Gwinnett will increasingly need to promote redevelopment
based on a redefinition of purpose of its older areas if it is to avoid finding
itself saddled with wide swaths of substandard, vacant, or severely underused
properties. This concern is especially acute for Gwinnett’s extensive acreage
of aging strip commercial and traditional shopping center developments, much
of which may represent an excess of supply for such spaces. Nevertheless,
redevelopment priorities will also apply to areas of aging housing units and to
former light industrial or manufacturing sites for which replacement uses will
need to be determined.
Redevelopment can be expensive and can be much more difficult – and
riskier – than building on and the improvement of “greenfield” locations. As
Gwinnett continues to mature, it will need to recognize the full extent of its
redevelopment needs and opportunities and institute a number of incentives
and initiatives to address them. Encouragement of shared infrastructure
facilities could possibly bring down the costs of redevelopment.
The ARC’s Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) is a key tool that enables small,
concentrated areas and corridors to apply for funding that helps attain
redevelopment goals. Much like a TAD, the LCI funds can be used to set
in motion certain catalyst projects that lead to an influx of private sector
development. These types of projects, both public and private, lead to less
reliance on personal automobile travel by creating areas where many societal
transactions can take place within a safe, walkable environment. Gwinnett is
home to many LCI areas – the newest of which are Jimmy Carter Boulevard and
Sugarloaf Parkway – which are shown on the “Foster Redevelopment” map.
The following policies have been identified to encourage redevelopment in the
County:
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•

Institute a Variety of Redevelopment Incentives and Bonuses

•

Promote Densification in Specific Areas Designated for Mixed-Use
Through Rezoning and Increased Infrastructure Capacity

•

Use Tax Allocation Districts (TADs)

•

Promote Shared Infrastructure Facilities

•

Allow Corner Neighborhood-Serving Uses in Defined Residential Nodes

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan
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Theme 2: Foster Redevelopment
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1

GRAYSON
3

2

SNELLVILLE

4

LOGANVILLE

5

Neighborhood Nodes can be
used for small, mixed-use
developments, which can be
accessed by nearby residents
via walking rather than
driving for quick trips.

Regional Activity Centers offer
the opportunity to integrate
ofﬁce and professional use and
walkable environments that
many young professionals
desire.
Community Improvement
Districts (CIDs)

1 Braselton
2 Evermore
3 Gateway85 Gwinnett
4 Gwinnett Place
5 Lilburn
6 Sugarloaf

Community Mixed-Use areas
offer opportunities for integrated
development on our major
corridors and nodes.

1
County
Overlay Districts

1

Hamilton Mill/Highway 124/Highway 324
Overlay District

3 Centerville/Highway 124 Overlay District
2

3 Grayson/Highway 20 Overlay District
4 Mall of Georgia Overlay District
56 Civic Center Overlay District

County Tax Allocation
Districts (TADs)

Opportunity Zones

1 Gwinnett Place TAD

1 Gateway 85

2 Indian Trail TAD

2

Gwinnett Place

3 Jimmy Carter TAD

3

Norcross

4 Lake Lucerne TAD
5 Park Place TAD

6 Venture Drive Overlay District

5. Implementation

Livable Center Initiative
areas encourage
walkable,
3
human-scaled communities.

4. Plan Development

2

Note: Other Overlay Districts and TADs are administered by cities within their boundaries
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Successful, widespread redevelopment may require that other tax-related incentives, such as tax
rebates and deferred reassessments, be made available through legislative action. Incentives could be
supplemented by public sector actions such as land assembly and infrastructure improvements. The
County can permit shared facilities for certain development needs such as parking and stormwater
management facilities to encourage redevelopment.

1. Overview

A variety of redevelopment incentives and density bonuses can assist in attracting development into
Regional Activity Centers and other areas that are designated for revitalization. The County’s existing
mixed-use zoning districts and overlay districts allow density, height, and Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
bonuses for increased common areas/greenspace within developments and encourage more intensive
development than in other parts of the County. They can also allow for denser, more varied attached/
multi-family redevelopment projects that include some commercial development for the convenience
of residents within the development. Such incentives can help equalize the playing field with
greenfield development to attract development to areas that have lost market appeal.

2. Research & Trends

Policy 2.1 – Institute a Variety of Redevelopment Incentives and Bonuses

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Local job growth

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Land assembly

•

Cost of providing or retrofitting infrastructure in designated areas

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised ordinances and policies

•

Increased developer interest in redevelopment properties

•

Reduction in underutilized or vacant land within redevelopment areas

•

Increased percentage of public and private dollars invested in redevelopment
areas

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Consider new mixed-use zoning districts in appropriate character areas and
promote redevelopment incentives that exchange increased Floor Area Ratio for
community space – Planning & Development and Board of Commissioners

•

Support small business activities through development of a Small Business
Resource Center and staff support – Office of Economic Development, Board of
Commissioners
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4. Plan Development

Increased redevelopment opportunities

5. Implementation

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits
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Policy 2.2 – Promote Densification in Specific Areas Designated for Mixed-Use Through Rezoning
and Increased Infrastructure Capacity
This policy directly ties in to Policy 1.1 discussed in the previous theme. The Future Development Map
designates areas along the I-85 Corridor as Regional Activity Centers and encourages high density,
mixed-use developments. Even with the density bonuses granted in mixed-use zoning districts by the
County’s Unified Development Ordinance, the allowed density in these areas needs to be substantially
increased to realistically accommodate the County’s projected 2040 population of up to 1.56 million people
(Woods & Poole). The County can also examine the possibility of upgrading stormwater capacity or
incentivize the private sector to make the necessary upgrades, to facilitate redevelopment and revitalization.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Revitalized I-85 corridor

•

Increased number of local, high-wage jobs

•

Increased redevelopment opportunities

•

Development focused in specific areas

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Neighborhood concerns about higher densities

•

Funding for infrastructure improvements will be needed

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised zoning resolution and maps

•

Increased County investment in higher density areas

•

Increased density and design standards in designated areas

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Revise zoning district text and/or create new districts to permit higher densities
and design standards in specific areas in accordance with policy maps – Planning &
Development

•

Make complementary, proactive investments in redevelopment areas designated for
higher densities – Board of Commissioners, Various County Agencies

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Raise revenue

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Provide funding for infrastructure projects

•

Promotion of redevelopment

•

Address fiscal concerns

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Securing support of affected property owners

•

Annually rolling back millage rates to offset increases in real estate market
values means only limited revenue will be generated by TADs

•

Reaching agreements with public school system

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Identification of TAD areas

•

Creation of TADs

•

New infrastructure constructed in TAD areas

•

Generation of tax revenue from TAD areas

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Review streamlining the TAD policy process – Law Department

•

Secure bonds for projects – Office of Economic Development

1. Overview
5. Implementation

•

2. Research & Trends

TAD (also known as Tax Increment Financing or TIFs in other states) pledge the difference between
the current taxed value of property and the future tax value of properties within a designated area to
finance bonds that pay for the improvements. The increase in tax revenue is based on the increased
value of the property, not on a tax increase. TADs are applied to a specific, targeted location, and the tax
increment is used to pay for improvements made within that specific location.

3. Our Vision

Tax Allocation Districts (TADs) can be a powerful way to fund infrastructure and other improvements
needed to promote mixed-use development or redevelopment. In Georgia, eligible uses of funds include
capital costs for the construction or improvement of public works; new buildings; renovation, repair or
demolition of existing buildings; grading and clearing land; soft costs associated with these activities;
land assemblage costs; and costs associated with conducting environmental impacts or other studies.

4. Plan Development

Policy 2.3 – Use Tax Allocation Districts (TADs)

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes
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Policy 2.4 – Promote Shared Infrastructure Facilities
A frequent impediment to redevelopment is the magnitude of necessary upgrades associated with certain
infrastructure facilities, such as stormwater ponds and required parking. To reduce these impediments and
increase the economic feasibility of potential of redevelopment areas, the County can allow several adjacent
properties to install shared infrastructure facilities including, but not limited to, regional ponds and parking
decks. These facilities may be owned, operated, and maintained by a common association contractually
responsible for the facilities. State legislation to permit the use of shared regional stormwater ponds may be
required.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Redevelopment opportunities increased

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Local job growth

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Will need to develop a formula to equitably compensate users and owners of shared
properties

•

Land assembly or shared easements have to be negotiated

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised ordinances and policies

•

Increased developer interest in redevelopment properties

•

Reduction in underutilized or vacant land within redevelopment areas

•

Increased percentage of private dollars invested in redevelopment areas

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Change applicable policies and ordinances to allow multi-parcel owners to create
and use shared stormwater and parking facilities – Department of Water Resources

•

Develop a program to promote shared infrastructure options to developers –
Department of Water Resources, Planning & Development, Office of Economic
Development

•

Evaluate future wastewater treatment capacity needs and locations for new and/or
expanded water reclamation facilities – Department of Water Resources

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

By providing neighborhood-serving shopping at small stores within residential areas, these smaller
stores help shorten or eliminate car trips. Travel to and from corner/convenience stores is frequently
done on foot or by bicycle and helps keep cars off major roads. While they help achieve a public purpose
and are often seen as valuable and convenient by many residents, corner stores can be subject to strong
opposition by adjacent residents. Therefore, the County should consider setting specific standards for
their approval which, once met, allow the applicant to request a rezoning. The standards would include
a lot size limit (1 acre maximum lot size), quality controls regarding permitted uses, lighting, signage,
prohibiting gas pumps, etc. and would be applied for as part of an integrated design for a residential
development plan of minimum size (i.e. 100 units) that exceeds a density of four dwelling units per acre.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Congestion on arterials reduced

•

Bicycle and pedestrian trip-making increased

•

Access for local residents improved

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

Policy 2.5 – Allow Neighborhood-Serving Stores in Defined Residential Nodes

•

Introducing new retail concept

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs

Measures of Effectiveness
Increased number of small-scale retail uses located in residential areas

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Amend the County Zoning Regulations to allow for convenience shopping
in medium and high- density residential areas if certain criteria for parcel
size, aesthetics, etc. are met – Planning & Development, Office of Economic
Development, Board of Commissioners

5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

•

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes
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Theme 3: Maintain Mobility and Accessibility
Perhaps no issue raises more complaints among Gwinnett residents and
businesses than traffic congestion. It is also the most intractable (and
expensive) issue to resolve, largely because it is a regional-scale problem
over which no single jurisdiction can fully prevail. Nevertheless, Gwinnett
can play its part to remove or reduce the impact of a number of obstacles
to better access to activity centers and attractions within Gwinnett and the
region. Gwinnett can also improve movement on the local roads and arterials
within its own boundaries. Because increasing traffic congestion may be
the greatest long-term threat to its economic future, Gwinnett will need to do
whatever it can to mitigate congestion. Recent approval of the Comprehensive
Transportation Plan (CTP), Countywide Trails Master Plan, and Connect
Gwinnett Transit Plan will certainly move things in a positive direction towards
offering alternative mobility choices to Gwinnett residents and workers. The
following policies have been identified to promote mobility and accessibility in
the County:
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•

Enhance Signal Coordination and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)

•

Promote Inter-Parcel Access on Arterials in New Development and
Redevelopment, to Decrease Curb Cuts

•

Enhance Incident Management Traffic Control Center

•

Establish a Road Connectivity Requirement for New Development

•

Create Transit Oriented Development (TOD) at Proposed Transit Stations/
Hubs

•

Support the Recommendations and Policies in the Transit Development
Plan

•

Adopt and Promote Land Use Policies that Support Recommendations and
Policies in the Comprehensive Transportation Plan

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan
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Theme 3: Maintain Mobility
and Accessibility
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The Connect Gwinnett Transit Plan
provides a framework for future transit
expansion and improvement in Gwinnett
County, including rail and bus services.
Major initiatives include:

LOGANVILLE
The Gwinnett County Comprehensive
Transportation Plan includes several major
roadway improvements, among other projects,
that enhance and preserve mobility throughout the
County and to other parts of the region.

4

High Capacity Transit

Major Roadway and New Location Projects

Enhanced Bus Service

1

Heavy rail transit expansion to Jimmy Carter Boulevard
and Gwinnett Place.

2

Connected vehicle opportunities on Peachtree Industrial Boulevard.

3

Tolling options being explored to underwrite construction of Sugarloaf Parkway
- Phase 3.

4

Transit connections into neighboring metro communities.
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5. Implementation

SNELLVILLE

4. Plan Development

4
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Policy 3.1 – Enhance Signal Coordination and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
A cost-effective way to increase the efficiency of the existing road system is to further coordinate traffic
signal timing and further invest in Intelligent Transportation Systems technology such as electronic driver
signboards that display traffic conditions and alternatives. The County already does a great deal of this type
of activity using State and Federal funding. In order to do more, it will be necessary for the County to use its
own funding.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Reduce congestion

•

Increased roadway capacity

•

Increased roadway safety

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Relatively low cost to implement compared to most transportation projects

•

Expansion would require County funds and not simply relying on State and Federal
funds

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

List of intersections in need of improvements and signboard locations

•

Funding sources identified

•

Improved signal coordination and traffic diversion

•

Greater percentage of intersections upgraded with “smart” signals

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Continue to identify areas in need of signal coordination and/or ITS improvements
– DOT with Planning & Development and Department of Financial Services

•

Maintain County funding source for improvements – DOT with Planning &
Development and Department of Financial Services

•

Installation of ITS improvements – DOT

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Increased roadway capacity

•

Reduced congestion

•

Improved roadway safety

•

Expanded roadway network

•

Improved access between uses

•

Create alternative routes in highway/street network

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Cooperation of property owners is needed

•

Coordination with Community Improvement Districts (CIDs) may be required

•

Additional development costs

•

Requirement will be associated with these actions

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

Managing access to and from properties along major roads improves traffic flow and decreases the
probability of accidents. Many jurisdictions manage vehicular access onto arterials by an overlay
district which limits block lengths between access roads, require shared access ways and inter-parcel
connections, require frontage roads or rear access, limit curb cuts, etc. These measures conserve
valuable roadway capacity and improve safety. Redevelopment of land uses along such arterials may
provide opportunities to implement such access improvements, but such changes should fit into an
overall strategy for each arterial.

3. Our Vision

Policy 3.2 – Promote Inter-Parcel Access on Arterials in New Development and
Redevelopment, to Cut Down on Curb Cuts

Revised, updated Long Range Road Classification Map

•

Revised Development Regulations addressing access management

•

More effective access management evident in new subdivisions and site plan
practices

•

Reduced number of driveways and curb cuts on arterial roads

•

Increased use of access roads

•

Reduced number of accidents on arterial roads

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Update the access management portion of the County’s existing Activity
Center/Corridor Overlay Districts Overlay Zone – DOT with Planning &
Development and Department of Financial Services

•

Support the interface with GDOT’s Navigator System and the County’s Smart
Commute Program – DOT
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5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
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Policy 3.3 – Enhance Incident Management (Traffic Control Center)
A main objective of the Traffic Control Center (TCC) is incident management. The TCC can help relieve
congestion and increase mobility by adjusting signal timing to handle additional traffic diverted onto local
roads from interstate freeways due to major incidents. Also, the TCC can produce real-time travel times, so
that travelers can make better informed decisions regarding where and when to travel. Further expanding
Gwinnett’s current efforts in this area will pay handsomely and this will yield immediate short-term benefits
at relatively little cost.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Reduced congestion

•

Increased roadway safety

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Data on cost-effectiveness of investment will be required to justify the budget
request

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Acquisition of equipment, technology, and personnel

•

Increased speed in addressing traffic incidents compared to current benchmark

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•
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Identify and prioritize additional resources for incident management – DOT

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview
Establishing a connectivity requirement based on block length will help reduce traffic congestion
and improve walkability. Because most subdivisions in Gwinnett do not interconnect, even short
trips require the use of major arterials and collectors, contributing to the overloading of the major
road systems. Keeping local trips to destinations such as nearby shopping areas, schools, and parks
off major arterials will help alleviate congestion. New development should be designed with more
connections between developments and with alternative and redundant minor collector networks
within developments that connect to the County’s arterial roadway system.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Reduced congestion

•

Increased roadway safety

•

Expanded roadway network

•

Improved access between uses

2. Research & Trends

Policy 3.4 – Establish a Road Connectivity Requirement for New Development

•

Difficulty in creating connections between existing properties and new and
other existing properties

•

Effective implementation requires a detailed map of ideal connecting roads

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs

Increased connectivity between and within new subdivisions

•

Increased connections between existing and new subdivisions

•

Better connections between residential areas and commercial areas via
secondary roads

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Define block lengths for urban and suburban areas – Planning & Development,
DOT

•

Adopt a Connectivity Index for all new residential subdivisions – Planning &
Development, DOT

•

Develop connectivity standards for new development and incorporate them
into the Unified Development Ordinance – Planning & Development, DOT

•

Research doing corridor studies – Planning & Development, DOT
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5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
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Policy 3.5 – Create Transit Oriented Development (TOD) at Proposed Transit Stations/Hubs
The Gwinnett County Board of Commissioners approved its Connect Gwinnett: Transit Plan in July 2018.
Among its recommendations are bus rapid transit as well as expanded bus service. A transit system will
help support more intensely developed, mixed-use centers in Gwinnett. A growing segment of the general
population is attracted to the urban lifestyles associated with well-designed TODs whose density and use mix
is a benefit for them. Creating TODs that are centered within livable, walkable mixed-use areas should be
part of the County’s formula for attracting and retaining urban-acclimated professionals, tech workers, empty
nesters, and other households such as senior citizens, who may not want the responsibility of maintaining
a car and desire to walk or use transit as they age. Well-designed TODs also help increase ridership for
Gwinnett’s anticipated high-capacity transit system. Therefore, the County should act to establish incentives
that encourage development that will support transit. TODs have also been shown to affect growth and
development of specific land uses – for instance, workplace centers – in surrounding areas because of the
ease of access that a new and inviting transit hub affords. Employers are drawn to areas that accommodate
their employees with improved quality of life amenities.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Promotion of redevelopment

•

Reduced roadway demand

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Applying TOD principles and getting development community commitment in
advance of transit implementation plan

•

Long lead time for implementation

•

Funding

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Potential transit alignments are identified

•

Areas are designated for TOD

•

Zoning for the TOD areas is revised

•

Developer commitments to development/redevelopment at station areas

•

Density increases in areas designated for TOD

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Identify possible transit alignments – Planning & Development, DOT

•

Identify areas that would be suitable for TOD and station development – Planning &
Development, DOT, Office of Economic Development

•

Create incentives to promote development in TOD areas – Planning & Development,
Office of Economic Development

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

The potential for bus rapid transit (BRT) along key arterials is more likely to occur during the life of
the 2040 Unified Plan and also warrants future transit system investments, especially for routes that
would provide an alternative to commuters to Atlanta and I-285 destinations. Finally, the County can
make improvements to its local transit system to provide improved access to various destinations and
east-west connectivity within the County.
It is important to note that rail transit development is not something that Gwinnett County can do
alone. It will require participation of regional, state, and federal agencies including the Georgia
Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA), Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC), the Transit Planning
Board, and the Federal Transit Administration.

1. Overview

Efforts to minimize congestion serve to enhance Gwinnett’s economic development and preferred
place policies. Although transit will not greatly diminish congestion, it can provide people with travel
choices. Providing people with more travel choices may encourage some number of single-occupant
vehicle drivers to lessen their use of private vehicles. This may persuade others who may not have
considered living or working in Gwinnett because of congestion to consider the County as a location for
their homes or businesses.

2. Research & Trends

Policy 3.6 – Support the Recommendations and Policies in the Connect Gwinnett: Transit
Plan

•

Reduce future roadway demand

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Funding transit improvements

•

Maintaining high levels of service

•

Expansion costs for local bus service

•

Implementation costs for BRT and rail service

•

FTA New Starts submission hurdle

•

Jurisdictions nationwide compete for limited Federal transit dollars

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

FTA New Starts submission

•

Federal transit dollars secured

•

Increased transit service

•

Increased mode split

•

Decreased roadway demand

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Identify additional areas to be served by transit – DOT

•

Evaluate funding sources and strategically pursue state and federal aid for
additional transit needs – Board of Commissioners

•

Develop and implement transit promotion campaign – DOT
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4. Plan Development

Provide mode choices

5. Implementation

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits
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Policy 3.7 – Adopt and Promote Land Use Policies that Support the Recommendations and Policies
in the Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP)
Between 1970 and 2000, Gwinnett County was ranked as one of the fastest growing counties in the nation.
During that period, the county absorbed approximately 25 percent of the total growth of the Atlanta Region.
To counter the rapid growth, Gwinnett County invested more money in highway expansion than any other
jurisdiction in the metropolitan area. Despite Gwinnett County’s efforts, roadway infrastructure has not
kept pace with the tremendous growth the County has experienced. A coordinated program of capacity
improvement projects will provide some measure of relief. Capacity improvements include transforming key
roads into “super-arterials,” grade separation at key intersections, building additional travel lanes along key
road segments, and constructing new roads.
Advances in technology pertaining to real-time data collection offer an excellent resource for Gwinnett
County’s Department of Transportation to make use of when developing a congestion management plan.
The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) obtains data periodically that can offer the relative travel speed on
virtually any road in the metropolitan county during any hour of the day. This tool enables users to identify
sections of roads with recurring congestion and even establish the relative intensity of that congestion
(how long does it last, how many vehicles are affected, how much time is lost by those in the congestion,
etc.). This level of data can help transportation planners strategically target segments with poor peak hour
throughput in ways that have not normally been possible before and should be incorporated into future plan
updates.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Increased roadway capacity

•

Increased connectivity

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Expensive to implement

•

Potential opposition to specific widening projects or new alignments

•

Provides some congestion relief in the short term, but only slows the growth of
longer term congestion

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Prioritized list of capacity improvement projects from CTP

•

Funding strategy for priority projects

•

Funding secured

•

Increased number of lane miles – especially in priority corridors and between key
origins/destinations

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Prioritize capacity improvement projects – DOT with Planning & Development

•

Establish policy that, where feasible, new roadway construction will consider bike
lanes and multi-use paths to provide alternative transportation – DOT

•

Develop and implement funding plans for projects – DOT with Planning &
Development, Department of Financial Services

•

Improve road connections to Fulton/Forsyth per CTP – DOT

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan
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5. Implementation

4. Plan Development

3. Our Vision

2. Research & Trends

1. Overview

Theme 4: Provide More Housing Choices
The declining quality of some of the County’s oldest residential developments
has been a growing concern. But, given the overall quality of most of Gwinnett’s
neighborhoods, the full range of Gwinnett’s housing issues may not be readily
apparent to many. As time passes, however, the number of current potential
problems demanding attention and resources will increase and dealing with
Gwinnett’s housing issues will become more complex.
This theme recognizes this growing complexity and links housing issues to
such topics as successful economic development and the overall quality of life
of those who choose (and are able) to live in Gwinnett. Economic development
and housing issues are intricately linked.
Providing the housing supply to meet increasingly varied demand is becoming
more complex. As long as Gwinnett was in a rapid growth mode based on a
vast influx of middle class and more affluent households seeking single-family
detached neighborhoods, the for-profit housing market has generally been able
to meet Gwinnett’s housing needs. This may be less and less true in the future
for a variety of reasons, not the least of which being the decreasing amount of
available land for new housing developments and the projected 600,000+ people
who will move to Gwinnett by 2040. There is simply not enough space to put
everyone in a single-family home. There is also growing poverty in the County,
resulting in a population who simply cannot afford to rent, and much less buy,
a single-family home. Therefore, this theme also covers the prospects that
non-profit providers and County government itself may need to increase their
influence over or direct involvement in providing housing opportunities and
maintaining the quality of Gwinnett’s housing. The following policies have been
identified for promoting housing choices in the County.
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•

Promote Policies that Encourage Housing for All Income Levels and
Phases of Life

•

Expand Rehabilitation Assistance to Homeowners

•

Expand Senior Housing Options

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview

Theme 4: Provide More
Housing Choices
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The Vibrant Communities Character
Area allows for a broader mix of housing
types, income levels, and phases of life.
These areas are also identiﬁed
to surround the areas designated
as Activity Centers in the plan to
maximize accessibility to commerce, jobs,
and entertainment.

The Established Neighborhood
Character Area addresses areas
that are largely single family
oriented neighborhoods that act
as the backbone for Gwinnett to
continue to attract families seeking
a traditionally suburban lifestyle.
The Suburban Estate Living Character
Area has been designated to help with
preservation of remaining low intensity
development areas of the County where
infrastructure (i.e. road, sewer) is limited.

Executive housing areas on and along Lake
Lanier and the Chattahoochee River.
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4. Plan Development

LOGANVILLE

5. Implementation

LILBURN
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Policy 4.1 – Preserve and Expand Housing for All Income Levels and Phases of Life
Gwinnett may see a decline in its ability to fill jobs in its services sector as commuting expenses and housing
prices become ever greater burdens. Preserving workforce housing within Gwinnett through a variety
of measures to retain a variety of housing types and price ranges will help achieve the County’s goals of
reducing congestion and sustaining its economic base. Two ways the County could encourage workforce
housing is to implement developer incentives to build it, as well as making developers set aside requirements
for new housing developments, especially within the Regional Activity Centers.
The County’s Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP) is a component of Gwinnett County’s program that
is intended to make use of funds from the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and other
sources to acquire and rehabilitate aging homes that are vacant and/or foreclosed. The program then sells
those houses to residents who qualify based on income criteria. The NSP specifically targets those potential
homeowners who make up the Gwinnett County workforce in an attempt to improve quality of life for
employees who live and work in Gwinnett.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Preserve available workforce housing

•

Reduce and/or eliminate substandard housing

•

Reduce congestion

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Appropriate zoning to encourage mix of housing opportunities

•

Finding land suitably priced to make workforce housing economically viable

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Units of substandard housing that are rehabilitated and preserved as affordable
workforce housing

•

Units of substandard single-family housing that are acquired/rehabilitated and sold
to homebuyers as affordable workforce housing

•

Units of workforce housing that are constructed to replace the existing stock of
affordable housing

•

Creation of Moderately-Priced Dwelling Unit (MPDU) ordinance

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Provide rehabilitation assistance from HUD grant funds and private sources
to homeowners and to existing multi-family projects that preserve affordable
workforce housing – Planning & Development with Department of Financial
Services

•

Provide financial assistance from HUD grant funds and private sources to private
and/or nonprofit developers to acquire and rehabilitate substandard single-family
housing for sale as affordable workforce housing to qualifying families – Planning &
Development with Department of Financial Services

•

Provide financial assistance from HUD grant funds to private/nonprofit developers
to construct new single-family or new multi-family projects to provide affordable
workforce housing – Planning & Development with Department of Financial
Services

•

Continue code enforcement through Quality of Life Unit to ensure that properties
are maintained – Quality of Life Unit (Gwinnett County Police Department)

•

Consider creating a Housing Task Force to evaluate issues related to mixed income
multi-family housing, senior housing, workforce housing, creation of an incentive-based MPDU ordinance, and housing for persons with special needs – Board of
Commissioners
Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan
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5. Implementation

4. Plan Development

3. Our Vision

2. Research & Trends

1. Overview

Policy 4.2 - Expand Maintenance and Rehabilitation Assistance to Homeowners
Expand existing HUD funded assistance programs to include more homeowners who may have difficulty
with upkeep and needed rehabilitation of their properties. The expansion of these programs would allow
the County to target many of the causes of neighborhood decline in older areas. Programs would offer
long-term and recent residents of Gwinnett good advice and assistance on proper repairs and materials,
low cost loans, etc. These expanded programs would provide the County with more tools to promote
revitalization of declining areas.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Available workforce housing preserved

•

Substandard housing reduced

•

Appearance and upkeep of an area maintained

•

Revitalization goals of the Board of Commissioners enhanced

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Funding of rehabilitation programs

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Units of housing rehabilitated and preserved

•

Funding allocated to this program

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Provide rehabilitation assistance from HUD grant funds for homeowner occupied
dwellings – Department of Financial Services with Planning & Development

•

Expand program beyond HUD grant funds to include County funds for commercial
properties – Board of Commissioners`

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Senior housing needs are different from that of a growing family. Seniors may not want the
maintenance responsibility of a yard and may prefer to live in a smaller home than they did when they
were raising a family. Row houses, condominiums, and apartments may be more suitable housing types
for these seniors. (Because such housing is for people at a post-family formation stage of their life,
senior housing may not affect such issues as school capacity and therefore can be developed at higher
intensities than equivalent units geared towards younger families.) There will also be a growing need
to provide available housing that can accommodate wheelchairs or other Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requirements.
Locating housing within easy walking distance to grocery stores, drug stores, medical or other
services will be increasingly desirable and useful for seniors who no longer can or want to drive. Such
walkability adds to a healthier lifestyle and also puts seniors near potential employment (part of an
increasing trend of seniors continuing some form of work).

2. Research & Trends

As they become a larger proportion of the population, there will be an increasing call for affordable and
accessible housing suitable for the changing physical and financial situations of seniors. Gwinnett
has historically had limited need for senior housing. However, as more people choose to “age in place”
or relocate to Gwinnett to be closer to children and grandchildren, demand for various forms of senior
housing will rise.

1. Overview

Policy 4.3 – Support Expanded Housing Opportunities for Seniors

Opportunities for existing residents to “age in place”

•

Opportunities for senior relatives of Gwinnett residents to move closer to their
families

•

More diverse mix of housing types

•

More opportunity to accommodate seniors with physical limitations

•

Increased emphasis on walkability and mixed-use

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Appropriate zoning to encourage mix of housing opportunities

•

Has not historically been a focus of the County

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Proportion of seniors living in senior oriented housing

•

Number of residents aging in place

4. Plan Development

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits

•

Pursue locating and studying TOD sites to develop with transit components –
Planning & Development, Board of Commissioners

•

Establish an education program and appoint an education program manager
to coordinate the structure of courses, counseling options, and marketing of
the program – Department of Financial Services, Board of Commissioners

•

Establish a system to disburse CDBG funds through a process to nonprofit
organizations that assist with low-income citizens, seniors, at-risk
individuals, disabled citizens, and others with issues related to housing –
Department of Financial Services, Department of Community Services
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Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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Theme 5: Keep Gwinnett a Preferred Place
By such important measures as average incomes, neighborhood quality, quality
of schools, and quality of government services, Gwinnett is a good place to live
and work. Tomorrow it could be even better – a “preferred place” within the
Atlanta region to live, work, play, and relax.
This theme describes and ties together a broad array of issues that underpin
“quality of life.” Among these issues are those related to the environment, open
space and recreation, culture and entertainment, the quality of development,
and adding more amenities and convenience to Gwinnett’s neighborhoods.
Although the policies and items discussed may seem like a diverse “grab bag” of
ideas, they are all related to the need to energetically and purposefully pursue
aspects of living in Gwinnett that have not yet fully been addressed.
Achieving this “preferred place” status requires more than resolving the
problems and fulfilling the goals that the preceding four themes address.
Achieving those goals will create a more efficient and more sustainable
framework for economic prosperity, decent and affordable housing and the
ability to get around with less difficulty. All of these are important aspects
of life in Gwinnett but, as such initiatives as Partnership Gwinnett point out,
they are insufficient in and of themselves to make Gwinnett more than just
another successful metro Atlanta community. To go beyond this, one should
imagine the improvement in overall quality of life in Gwinnett if many of
the kinds of amenities and features cited in this theme were built into every
new development, every redevelopment and, where possible, into existing
developments. The following policies have been identified for promoting and
retaining the high quality of life in Gwinnett County:
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•

Improve the Walkability of Gwinnett’s Activity Centers and Neighborhoods

•

Support and Promote the Expanded Four-Year College

•

Invest in Youth Enrichment Programs

•

Draft Design Guidelines for Areas That Are Ready for Redevelopment or
New Development

•

Provide Venues to Celebrate the Cultural Diversity of the County

•

Expand Presence of the “Arts Community”

•

Provide Incentives for Enhanced Open Space & Trails

•

Create Trail Connections Between Existing Parks, Schools, Libraries, and
Other Community Facilities as Appropriate
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Community Initiatives

1

Lake Lanier and Chattahoochee River,
in conjunction with trail extensions,
can be used as opportunities for
recreational activity.

2

Gwinnett Environmental and Heritage Center (GEHC)

3

Coolray Field (Home of the Gwinnett Stripers)

4

Revel and the Inﬁnite Energy Center will be the
backbone of Gwinnett’s entertainment district.

5

As the Gwinnett population becomes more diverse, there
are increasingly more opportunities to immerse ourselves
in the food and culture of our newest residents.

6

Our major retail centers attract both Gwinnettians and
visitors from surrounding communities.

LOGANVILLE

Gwinnett County’s award winning park
system is routinely cited as a major asset
for our community.
The Gwinnett Trails Master Plan identiﬁes a
series of interconnected trail infrastructure for
recreational and transportation uses throughout
the County.
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Core Trail Network
Chattahoochee Trail Network
Priority Trails
Existing and Funded Trails

5. Implementation

Theme 5: Keep Gwinnett
a Preferred Place
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Policy 5.1 – Improve the Walkability of Gwinnett’s Activity Centers and Neighborhoods
Quality of life in Gwinnett can be enhanced by making it easier for people to walk through their
neighborhoods to and from attractions such as local parks, schools, churches, or even neighborhood
shopping. Walking and bicycling are also increasingly popular exercise in their own right and do not
require special facilities when adequate sidewalks, pathways, and greenways are provided. Major activity
centers should be easier to walk and bike to, and the uses within the centers should be better connected for
pedestrian and bicycle access.
Gwinnett County currently requires the construction of sidewalks for all new development. This is the first
step in making the county more walkable. However, creating a pedestrian/bicycle amenity that will enhance
and promote the county as a preferred place will require additional actions, such as improving and expanding
the greenway network. The County’s adoption, and future implementation, of its Countywide Trails Master
Plan is a huge step towards improving the County’s connectivity.
Since 1997, Gwinnett County has allocated over $75 million for bicycle/pedestrian safety-related projects, in
addition to over $72 million for bicycle/pedestrian safety-related projects on or near new school property.
The County should take steps to ensure that this large investment in bike/ped facilities, as well as any
dedicated future funding, is coordinated with its Connect Gwinnett: Transit Plan. Potential projects that are
constructed along transit routes should receive priority in any project selection process. Likewise, projects
that connect to or support safe routes to schools should receive priority.
Gwinnett County transportation and park planners should continue their active participation as members
of Atlanta Regional Commission’s Bicycle & Pedestrian Task Force. This task force meets monthly with the
goal of improving pedestrian and cycling safety and mobility throughout the region. By serving on this task
force, Gwinnett County staff will stay aware of the latest bicycle and pedestrian mobility issues and apply
this knowledge by providing input at the design phase of projects. Beyond safety issues and trends, the ARC
Bicycle & Pedestrian Task Force facilitates and encourages the coordination of these types of inter-jurisdictional projects.
In 2014, the County updated its Open Space & Greenways Master Plan, originally adopted by the Board of
Commissioners in 2002. The update was developed to provide staff with trail design standards and to
conduct a feasibility study of the proposed Greenway System. This feasibility study specifically looked at
new opportunities or constraints that may have arisen since the previous plan. The result of this feasibility
study was a prioritized schedule for future greenway development. This prioritization schedule offers a “road
map” to realistically completing trail segments within the current constraints of the County’s land use. This
was subsequently followed by the 2018 adoption of the Countywide Trails Master Plan.
There are dramatic benefits that can be attributed to greenway and trail connections. Improving interconnectivity between green spaces, neighborhoods, retail, and other mixed-use developments can significantly
improve land values and can be an integral component to a development/redevelopment strategy. The goal
of creating regional mixed-use centers will closely tie in with the infrastructure improvements made by the
County that specifically benefit those people who either choose to walk or ride a bike for certain reasons, or
who may have no other option.
Additional trail mileage has a significant impact on personal health and quality of life. Gwinnett County has
an interest in attracting young professionals to the county as a place of residence as well as employment.
As previously discussed, employers looking to open new regional offices will often seek out those areas that
are attractive to their employee base, and the employees’ perspective on walkability is similar as well; there
is a trend among young professionals to seek out areas where the quality of life is high, and many young
people in their 20s and 30s consider the ability to choose an alternative to the single-occupant vehicle a
major amenity when deciding where to live. Not only does an improved walking system benefit the young
person looking for a more walkable lifestyle but having alternatives to the personal vehicle also benefits
older generations, from active seniors striving to maintain health to those who no longer feel comfortable
operating a motor vehicle. One way to improve the public services that cater to the aging population is to
provide the means to be active and engaged within the community
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Increased connectivity

•

Increased County amenities

•

Improved public health and safety

•

Removal of barriers to mobility on sidewalks for persons with disabilities

•

Development focused in specific areas

•

Increased number of local, high-wage jobs

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Recognizing the need to work with local, state, and federal regulators to arrive
at accommodations that will facilitate greenway construction in floodplains,
buffers, etc.

•

Potential increased cost of development

•

Sidewalks that need to be provided by the County for high priority linkages not
likely to be provided by development regulations

•

Alternative mode infrastructure projects often compete over the same pot of
money as traditional roadway capacity projects and safety improvements

•

Trail construction can be costly if conducted independently of roadway
improvements

•

Zoning regulations should continue to include language to encourage and/
or mandate developers to reserve space on the property for trails that are
included in the Greenways Master Plan

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits

Revised zoning ordinance

•

Increased number of pedestrian trips being made for short trips

•

Increased trail mileage within the County

•

Reduction in pedestrian accidents and death

•

Increased volume of users

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Implement projects and design guidelines from updated Gwinnett Open Space
and Greenways Master Plan and Countywide Trails Master Plan – Planning
& Development, Department of Community Services, DOT, and Department of
Water Resources

•

Design/redesign busy intersections and mid-point crossings to improve
pedestrian/bicycle safety – DOT

•

Coordinate and implement appropriate transportation improvements to
maintain safe and efficient access to post-secondary institutions – Planning
& Development, Department of Financial Services, Community Development,
Department of Community Services, and DOT
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5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
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Policy 5.2 – Support and Promote the Expanded Four-Year Colleges
Gwinnett is home to several exceptional post-secondary institutions as well as a handful of extension
campuses, such as the University of Georgia: Gwinnett Campus and the Philadelphia Center for Osteopathic
Medicine (PCOM). The established institutions of Georgia Gwinnett College and Gwinnett Technical College
are growing and have received national recognition for their achievements. These higher education
opportunities all help increase Gwinnett’s “preferred place” status. Research associated with the colleges
could spawn new businesses, and employers interested in an educated workforce could choose to locate
businesses nearby. The land use needs and the spin-off employment uses that seek out and benefit from a
significant institution like a college should be coordinated with local jurisdictions near these schools.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Attract high-wage jobs

•

Development focused in specific area

•

Improved amenities

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Funding for possible infrastructure improvements

•

County, city, and college coordination related to student housing, business
development, etc.

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Coordinated land use plan for the areas around the colleges

•

Specific action items each entity will be responsible for and timeline for
accomplishment

•

County funding to support improvements that benefit the colleges and the
potential spin-off development

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Develop a detailed land use plan for areas around colleges in collaboration with
the institutions and surrounding jurisdiction(s) – Planning & Development,
Department of Financial Services

•

Encourage open communication between colleges/universities and organizations
promoting the SR 316 corridor – Planning & Development

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview
Beyond crime prevention measures like community policing, good lighting and defensive site design
(Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design or CPTED), the County, in coordination with
the Gwinnett County Public School System, can take actions to involve local youth in after school
programs and activities. This involvement can help deter gang activity and recruitment, provide
additional opportunities for children to get exercise, learn new skills, and provide a positive use of
time. Extending and expanding current programs and developing new programs is an important
redevelopment and quality of life strategy.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Improved County amenities

•

Increased capacity of public facilities and services

•

Reduction in crime and gang activities

2. Research & Trends

Policy 5.3 – Invest in Youth Enrichment Programs

•

Availability of funding for these types of programs.

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs

List of programs to expand and offer, and costs associated with them

•

Increased funding for after school programs

•

Increased number of after school programs

•

Correlation with reduction in youth criminal activity and other antisocial/
gang activity

•

Improved graduation rates

•

Retention of young adults in Gwinnett’s work force

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Identify programs to expand – Health and Human Services, Department of
Community Services

•

Identify new programs to offer – Health and Human Services, Parks &
Recreation, and Department of Community Services

•

Allocate additional funding resources – Board of Commissioners
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5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
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Policy 5.4 – Draft Design Guidelines for Areas That Are Ready for Redevelopment or New
Development
Promoting high-quality development is a strategy for attracting top quality employers, new affluent
residents, and making Gwinnett a preferred place in the region. Improved development quality for
commercial and office buildings and associated public areas will also encourage current employers
and residents to stay in the County. To achieve this, new design standards and guidelines are needed
both to encourage and promote redevelopment where appropriate, and to enhance overall development
quality. The County has existing design guidelines (overlay districts) for the following designated
activity centers and corridors:
•

Mall of Georgia

•

Civic Center

•

Grayson/Highway 20

•

Centerville/Highway 124

•

Highway 124/324/Hamilton Mill Road

Most recently, the County adopted the Venture Drive Redevelopment Overlay District. To give Gwinnett
a competitive edge, development quality can be enhanced through these existing design standards
that improve the appearance of buildings and parking areas, require additional landscaping and urban
design amenities, call for attractive public spaces, promote less sign clutter, and provide better lighting
standards.
Additional areas of improvement may include building height allowances, massing, and introducing
Floor Area Ratios (FAR) as a design standard in mixed-use and non-residential areas. Allowing
increased densities for such areas will provide an incentive for developers to consider redevelopment.
However, designing these private shared environments as more functional and attractive locations will
also require revising the current development standards regarding such issues as access, interior road
design, location of buildings in relation to streets, location and design of parking areas, open space and
public realm design (including pedestrian facilities), and ability of various users to share infrastructure.
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Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview
•

Increased redevelopment opportunities

•

Redevelopment focused in specific areas

•

Revitalization of I-85 corridor

•

Number of high-income residents increased

•

Number of high-income jobs increased

2. Research & Trends

Potential Policy Benefits

Creating effective and uncomplicated application of standards

•

This action has low implementation costs, but introduces new elements and
processes into the County’s review process

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised standards

•

Improved visual appearance and improve compatibility with existing areas

•

Increased urban design amenities

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Utilize overlay districts and other tools to assist in guidance and decision
making – Planning & Development

5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

•

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes
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Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview
The County can promote its diversity as a positive attraction by providing support and locations for
such events as cultural fairs, music festivals, “foodways” demonstrations, etc. Members from different
ethnic groups providing input during the Unified Plan’s development saw County funding and logistical
support as a key catalyst in raising the profile of these events.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

County amenities increased

•

Benefits of County’s diversity expanded

2. Research & Trends

Policy 5.5 – Provide Venues to Celebrate the Cultural Diversity of the County

•

Lack of funding mechanism to support this policy

3. Our Vision

Policy Challenges and Costs

•

Increased number of cultural events

•

Increased attendance at cultural events

•

Increased revenue generated by cultural events

•

Regional recognition and attraction of these Gwinnett events

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Develop initiatives to engage with and leverage the diversity of our
community – Chamber of Commerce, Department of Community Services

•

Develop criteria for promoting existing cultural facilities – Department of
Community Services, Board of Commissioners

•

Develop program to increase number of cultural outreach activities – Chamber
of Commerce, Department of Community Services
5. Implementation

•

4. Plan Development

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks

Our Vision | Our Vision | The 5 Themes
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Policy 5.6 – Expand Presence of “Arts Community”
As a “preferred place,” Gwinnett should feature a strong array of cultural attractions and businesses that
support the arts. While most of these activities will be run by non-profits or private owners (e.g., art galleries,
music venues and theaters, etc.), a county-wide organization is needed to promote and link their activities
into a coordinated effort to enhance the County’s quality of life. Such an organization should view promoting
the arts in Gwinnett as its primary mission. To be effective, such an organization should function somewhat
like the Convention and Visitors’ Bureau with adequate private sector and County support to accomplish its
mission.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Increased County amenities

•

Take advantage of the County’s diversity

•

Increased number of urban-acclimated professionals, empty-nesters, tech workers
and affluent residents

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Establishing needed funding

•

Developing long term marketing/promotion strategy

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Creation of arts authority or commission (or similar entity)

•

County contribution to the arts authority or commission

•

Increased number of cultural attractions and creative enterprises

•

Increased attendance at Infinite Energy Center events

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•
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Support nonprofit Artworks! Organization – Department of Community Services,
Explore Gwinnett, Gwinnett Tourism Office

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

Gwinnett will benefit from increasing the variety of ways that open space, sensitive environments,
and local recreation space, including pedestrian and bike trails, can be preserved and protected. Some
examples of incentives to the developer/builder include tax benefits, smaller lot sizes, increased
densities, and reduced infrastructure costs as a result of clustered development. The inclusion of major
greenways in the Unified Plan and tying open space enhancement to incentives in the Zoning and
Development Regulations can facilitate the provision of open space through reservation or dedication.
Other options to facilitate the provision of open space include revising current zoning districts
(modified and OSC) that allow smaller lots in exchange for common open space to strengthen their
appeal and ability to provide more meaningful open space, and allowing a lot size reduction in any
residential zoning district. This would be in exchange for an equivalent dedication of right-of-way for
greenway development or recreation area in excess of definite requirements.

1. Overview
2. Research & Trends

Policy 5.7 – Provide Incentives for Enhanced Open Space/Trails

•

Increased amount of protected open space

•

More active open space provided

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Determining maintenance responsibility (and costs) of the local parks

•

Possible conflict with current Development Regulations

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Revised regulations

•

Increase in the amount of local, small-scaled parkland to meet a given target
of all new open space provided (e.g., 5 percent to 10 percent)

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
•

Determine the regulations or incentives/bonus requirements in relevant
zoning districts – Planning & Development, Department of Community
Services, Board of Commissioners

•

Revise Development Regulations appropriately – Planning & Development,
Board of Commissioners
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4. Plan Development

Increased County amenities

5. Implementation

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits
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Policy 5.8 – Create Trail Connections Between Existing Parks, Schools, Libraries, and Other
Community Facilities as Appropriate
Gwinnett will benefit from increasing the connectivity of its parks, schools, libraries, and other community
facilities by expanding its existing network of trails. Through adoption of its Trails Master Plan, the County
has already taken a positive step towards achieving this goal.

Potential Policy Benefits
•

Non-vehicular connections to County amenities and institutions

•

Reduction in roadway congestion

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Funding expansion of the trails system to connect County amenities and
institutions

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Use of trails to get to various locations

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
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•

Engage CIDs to encourage inclusion of privately owned and maintained open
spaces in areas where park space has traditionally been limited – Planning &
Development with Department of Community Services

•

Utilize and promote new zoning districts that have incentivized inclusion of open
space and trail facilities – Planning & Development and Board of Commissioners

•

Develop mechanisms for including usable common open space, parks, and other
community features in new developments – Planning & Development, Department
of Community Services, Board of Commissioners

Gwinnett 2040 Unified Plan

1. Overview

Policy 5.9 – Ensure Protection of Gwinnett’s Environment, Recognizing That A Healthy
Environment Is the Basis of a Desirable Community

As the County enters its next phase where focus must turn to redevelopment and revitalization of
aging housing stock and commercial developments, it is important that preservation of the natural
environment be considered to keep Gwinnett a desired place to live. The County should maintain
requirements for tree protection, landscaping, greenspace/open space, stormwater, buffers, and
other aspects of the natural environment that ensure its protection or in some cases, encourage
and require its restoration. For instance, pocket parks or squares could be required in new, higher
intensity mixed-use developments to enhance their urban feel and scale while providing residents and
workers easy access to greenspace. Innovative stormwater facilities can provide a water feature and
centerpiece of a town green or community park. For new developments, tree preservation requirements
could be increased to discourage clear cutting of large parcels of land.

2. Research & Trends

While Gwinnett is largely built out, there remains undeveloped land scattered throughout the County,
particularly in the eastern portion of the County’s boundaries. The County has also carved out over
9,000 acres of parkland, which is a great amenity to its residents and visitors alike.

Preservation or creation of additional environmental amenities

•

Spaces that encourage physical activity as well as social interaction amongst
the County’s diverse population

Policy Challenges and Costs
•

Increased costs to developers

•

Maintenance of facilities and/or increased landscaping, especially within
private developments

Measures of Effectiveness/Monitoring Benchmarks
•

Amendments to Unified Development Ordinance

•

Increase in the amount of greenspace throughout the County

4. Plan Development

•

3. Our Vision

Potential Policy Benefits

Initiatives and Responsible Parties
Evaluate County ordinances for protection of environment – Planning &
Development, Department of Community Services
5. Implementation

•
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